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Chapter 1 QuickStart
1.1 Introduction
Sasquatch is a powerful program. It will take you several days to get used to, but if you're so eager you can't
wait to start, you can skim through these QuickStart pages and start rendering immediately. This section
rushes you through the basic steps and skips literally hundreds of details, but it's enough to let you create fur
with your new toy(Uh, I mean "professional rendering system.") quickly.

1.2 Installation and Licensing
Install Sasquatch by putting the sasquatch.p file in your plugin directory and use LightWave's "Add Plugin"
button. Bring up either Sasquatch panel in the Pixel or Displacement plugin picker. Ask Worley Labs for a
license code..
Download the example scenes. and set your content directory to the Sasquatch directory. Entertain yourself
by loading example scene files and rendering them. (The fastgrass.lws scene is a good place to start, since
this is a quick start.
When Worley Labs gives you your license code, shout with glee and send them your wild thanks. You're
about to start Sasquatching!

1.3 Applying Sasquatch
Sasquatch uses two plugins to add its fibers, a displacement plugin on your object or objects, and a Pixel
filter which is the Sasquatch renderer. You need to add both to make fur or hair in a scene.
Load a simple polygonal object, a boring sphere is fine. (A simple object is best to start with, since a detailed
model is distracting at first.)
Apply the Sasquatch displacement plugin and the pixel plugin. Don't worry about plugin settings; you don't
even have to open the panel. Move your camera in to get a good view of your object. Render. You'll see a
"Sasquatch Rendering Progress" bar appear, and probably in 1 second or less, you'll get a picture of a Furry
Thing.

1.4 Changing Settings
Now you can start to tweak the appearance. Don't worry about the Pixel filter; the Displacement plugin is
where all the action is. The settings you'll want to adjust most are colors, length, density, and surfaces. Basic
color is controlled by four color buttons on the left hand side of the "Color" tab. Don't worry about the weird
Salt and Pepper labels, just change all four into shades of your favorite color.
To make longer fur, adjust the Length control in the "Fur/Fibers" tab. It's sensitive, so you probably only
need to nudge it 10% at a time or so. Depending on what your first test render looked like, you may want to
increase or decrease it.
Density is just above the Length control. It's also sensitive, so 10% adjustments are about right. You'll get a
lot more fibers if you increase it (which may look cool), but rendering times will increase too.

1.5 Experiment!
Experiment with different objects. You can apply fur to more than one object at once, or two layers of fur to
the same object, by adding multiple copies of the displacement plugin. Have fun making animations, too.
You might fly the camera around your object, or swoop low over the surface
One last Sasquatch feature will give you enough control for real projects. You can restrict the fur to be on
only certain named surfaces by choosing the Apply fur only to named area button in the top center of the
Sasquatch panel and typing the name of the surface below.
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You now know enough to make countless effects, including Mohawk haircuts, fuzzy dice, hairy forearms,
nose hair, teddy bears, and grass. After you've mastered these four simple controls, you may want to start
studying the demonstration scenes more closely and experimenting with the other controls on the panel.
Frizz and Droop on the Styling tab and Clump Haircount on the Clumping tab are good ones to play with
first.
Of course these simple controls are only 5% of Sasquatch's abilities, but it's enough for your first day! You'll
soon learn dozens of other major techniques such as combing, dynamics, texturing, and styling. Long hair is
a separate mode which requires a little more setup than simple fur, but you can still play with the demo
scenes and reshape the hairstyles in Modeler without having to read anything
These simple instructions are probably enough to let you create real scenes and even sell them to clients. But
after your initial rush, you'll find that spending time studying this manual and playing with the demonstration
scenes will pay off. When you understand it, Sasquatch's power will really change your artwork. It still
impresses me, even though I wrote it!
An artist's imagination is limited only by his understanding of his tools.
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We've been working on Sasquatch for a very long time. We're very proud to finally release it! Its long, long
development has resulted in a very polished, extremely powerful program. You'll find that it lets you make
images that were previously impossible. You'll also find that Sasquatch is so cool you'll probably become
quickly addicted to furring everything you make from now on!

2.1 Installation
Sasquatch is a Layout plugin file for LightWave version 8.3 or later. All of the plugins are contained in the
single sasquatch.p file. The software uses about one megabyte of hard disk storage. Installation is the same
for PC and Mac versions of LightWave. You can always get the latest and greatest version of Sasquatch from
our website.
To install the plugin, copy the sasquatch.p file into your LightWave plugin directory (you can pick any
subdirectory that you like). Once copied into this directory, LightWave still needs to be told about the
installation. First close all running copies of LightWave. Start a fresh copy of LightWave and use the
"Layout/Plugins/Add-Plugins" chooser and use the file requester to select the sasquatch.p file.

2.2 Plugin Locations in LightWave
Here's a short video. showing where to find Sasquatch's components in LightWave's interface.
Sasquatch contains a displacement, a shader, and a pixel plugin. If you're new to LightWave, it's sometimes
hard to find where the different LightWave plugin controls are, especially because each version of
LightWave places them in different locations.
The displacement plugin is added to an object. Load an object, and pick it. Press the "Item Properties" button
at the bottom of the Layout screen. Visit the "Deform" tab, and use "Add Displacement" to find Sasquatch's
main displacement panel. The Shader plugin is found on LightWave's "Surface Editor" panel. Pick the
"Shaders" tab and use "Add Shader" to add Sasquatch. For the Pixel panel, pick the "Scene" tab on the top.
Press the "Image Process" button on the left. Visit the "Processing" tab. Use the "Add Pixel Filter" button to
find Sasquatch's pixel filter.

2.3 Licensing
Piracy is unfortunately a major problem with plugin tools. They are small, easy to copy, fun to play with, and
are given less respect than a standalone application, which makes plugins attractive to "share." This is
extremely illegal, but unfortunately not uncommon.
The impact of piracy is lower sales and higher prices. This isn't what we want; we want to give you
underpriced and overpowered tools!
The most practical way we can do this while still making some profit for future software releases is to protect
the plugins from piracy. Sasquatch uses the dongle you already have for LightWave as its method of
protection. Sasquatch is not tied to a specific PC, just a specific dongle. Some people install LightWave both
at home and work, and just carry their dongle with them. There's nothing wrong with this, and Sasquatch will
have no problems.
The licensing won't affect your work after it is set up. Licenses for multiple dongles, usually at a studio, are
also easily handled, even if the plugin file is being shared over a network.
After you install Sasquatch, the plugin can load, save and render even if it has not been not licensed yet.
However, the interface for each plugin will not be active until the plugin is licensed. When you try to open
the interface (by double-clicking the plugin name) the plugin licensing panel will open. It tells you the plugin
name, version, date, and your "Machine ID," which is your internal dongle number.{There may be one or
more numbers printed on your dongle itself, but this is not used by LightWave or plugins. I think these
numbers can be used to predict lottery winners, though.}
You need a license code from Worley Laboratories to unlock the plugin interface. The license code will work
only with your specific dongle, so we need to know the Machine ID number the plugin reports to create it.
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We also need your plugin serial number, which is printed on the back cover of this manual.
You can email, call, or FAX us to get your license code. The license screen has a button which should
automatically start your mail program and compose email to us.{But it may not work on all systems,
especially if you don't have a default mail program configured. In that case, you'll have write the email
yourself. We just need your Machine ID and plugin serial number.} You need to add the serial number from
the back of your manual and send it to us. We'll reply with the license code as quickly as possible; it should
never be more than 24 hours.
If you have multiple plugin licenses, just repeat this procedure for each machine with a dongle. The plugin
knows how to properly store multiple license codes even over a network.{If you have a lot of licenses (more
than 5 or so) you can email us and we'll describe how to license all of your dongles at once by editing the
stored license file directly. This will avoid having to manually visit each machine, which is difficult and
annoying for larger studios!}
Once you get your license code, just type it into the license panel. After licensing, the protection is
transparent. You won't see the requester again unless you install on a new PC.
ScreamerNet machines do not need to be licensed. You are permitted to use the plugin on any number of
ScreamerNet nodes.

2.4 Demonstration Scenes
Sasquatch has a large collection of example scenes and objects that you can download from our website..The
plugin descriptions in this manual describe the scenes. These demonstration scenes help show off specific
features of the different tools to give you ideas of how you can use Sasquatch in your own work. You don't
need to install or view the examples, but we recommend you do just to learn about the features.
The example scenes are compressed as a "zip" file. To install the demonstration scenes, extract the files using
a "zip" decompression program. They can be installed into any directory.
Extracting the example files creates a directory named WorleyDemos (The WorleyDemos directory makes it
convenient to store the example files for our different products in the same place.}), which contains a
subdirectory named Sasquatch . Set your LightWave content directory to the WorleyDemos directory you
created in order to view the scenes properly. If you load a scene and LightWave complains about missing
objects, you've probably mis-set your content directory.

2.5 ScreamerNet and Multiple Machines
If several computers share the same LightWave directory over a network, make sure all of them have exited
LightWave before installing any plugins. If you don't, the other copies of LightWave will overwrite the
LW.cfg file. (LightWave uses this file to store plugin configuration information.)
If multiple machines share the same plugin file (because you have purchased multiple licenses, or you are
using ScreamerNet on a render farm), be careful that each machine has a properly configured LW.cfg file.
This is often done by manually installing the software on each computer and ensuring that each machine has
its own copy of LightWave, LW.cfg , and plugin files.
A better alternative is for a single master server to hold these files and configure each machine to access it
through the network. In this case, make sure the pathnames of the plugin files are not machine-specific. This
is often done by setting up a network drive letter (like Z: ) to store the LightWave and plugin files. Every
machine, including the host server, mounts this network drive as Z: and always refers to it with that leading
drive prefix. An absolute path (like C: ewtek\plugins\sasquatch.p), causes trouble because it's only valid for
the server machine; the other machines don't necessarily have that file on their own C: drive and you'll get
errors when they try looking there.
Network setup problems are especially hard to diagnose because ScreamerNet failures are difficult to
analyze. ScreamerNet silently ignores errors such as plugins that it cannot find. Network installation of
LightWave itself is a difficult topic that NewTek's technical support department can help you with if you're
having a problem configuring your systems.
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2.6 Legalities
In simple terms, the software may be used on a single computer by a single user at one time. The single
exception is the use as part of a rendering network via ScreamerNet. Purchase of a single copy allows
unlimited use as a ScreamerNet client.
Worley Laboratories makes no warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to the quality, performance, or
fitness for any particular purpose of the enclosed software. In no event will Worley Laboratories be liable for
direct or indirect damages due to use of this program. This software may not be rented, lent, or leased. You
may not distribute any part of the software or its documentation to any party. It's common sense.
Each license of the software is linked to one specific LightWave dongle you specify by obtaining a license
code from Worley Labs. Your license allows you to use the software only on the machine equipped with that
dongle. Your license allows the use of only a single copy of the software at one time, unless you have
purchased multiple licenses.
The use or installation of the software implies agreement with these terms. Enforcement of these restrictions
is via the copyright laws of the United States and the State of California.{This legal stuff is really tiresome
but necessary. You don't have to read it. Hmm, but you probably already did. Sorry!}

2.7 Vocabulary
We've been working with Sasquatch fur and hair for several years, and one surprising problem we've had is
vocabulary. A lot of hair-related words are hard to describe since we're talking about attributes which aren't
often used in a precise way in English, even in the hairstyling industry. A dictionary has only a vague
description of words like "tangle," "frizz," "ragged," and "unkempt." But in Sasquatch we need to talk about
many different, very specific, methods of manipulating hair. We've had to make our own specific
interpretations of the definition of different hairy words. For example, we use the word frizz in our interface
and this manual to mean random, wild, disorganized wandering of a hair. We define kink to mean wavy hairs
that wiggle back and forth regularly and predictably, like a soft zig-zag. This is different than random frizz!
We try to be consistent about our word choices everywhere.
Even the word "hair" is dangerous and inconsistent because it means different things depending on context.
"Hair" might mean the mass of styled hair on top of your head, or it might mean the single strand of hair
that's in your soup. To help eliminate this problem, I'll talk about "hair" as being the mass of hair on your
head, "fur" as being shorter fuzz, usually on animals, and "fibers" as being the individual fibers that form
both hair and fur. With this vocabulary I can avoid some confusion that results if I said "Wolves don't have
long hair, but their fur covers their whole body and the hair is very coarse." Since Sasquatch has separate
modes for fur and hair, it can get confusing. Instead I'll say "Wolf fur has coarse fibers" which sounds strange
but is very clear. I'll probably make some mistakes in the manual, but I hope to minimize confusion.

2.8 Interfaces
Sasquatch has two main plugin panels which you'll be visiting many times. One panel is a displacement
plugin on each object that you're applying hair to. It uses tabs to organize its many options into logical
groups. The second panel is a Pixel plugin which handles Sasquatch's rendering.
Most of the controls have an "S" button next to them. Those are all texturable surface attributes, and that S
button will bring up the texturing options panel. There are over 50 texturable attributes!
Two controls (Length and Density) have an additional "A" button to allow you to animate the value over
time.

2.9 Cut and Paste
Settings for any panel can be stored in a disk file for loading later. The "L" and "S" buttons at the bottom of
the plugin interface allow you to load and save settings files.
You can save a temporary settings file to RAM by holding the "shift" key while pressing the "S" button. You
can then paste this attribute snapshot into another plugin of the same type by pressing "shift-L." When an
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attribute is available for pasting, the "L" button will be highlighted to remind you.
The main Sasquatch panel lets you cut-and-paste smaller sub-groups of similar controls. The very small "C"
and "P" controls along the bottom of the panel will let you cut and paste settings for independent portions of
the panel. This is very handy, especially for copying color and shading values from one instance of Sasquatch
to another when you don't want to disturb the other settings.
Pressing "C" copies the settings into memory. The "P" button will highlight to show that a paste is available.
You can then visit another instance of Sasquatch and use its "P" button to paste the stored settings into it.

2.10 Item Picker
Several of Sasquatch's controls allow you to choose items in the scene. Sasquatch uses an item picker which
is more advanced than LightWave's, using its own popup panel which allows you to pick any object, light,
bone, or camera.
When picking bones, the panel shows two lists. The left hand list chooses which object's bones to view, and
the right hand list shows the bones themselves.

2.11 LightWave and Bugs
Plugins are often affected by bugs or problems with LightWave itself. NewTek periodically releases
LightWave updates to fix software bugs on its website. Check NewTek's website to ensure you have the
latest LightWave version.
We release patches to our plugin software when we fix bugs or add new features. Visit our support section
onlne.
We are admittedly perfectionists about bugs, and Sasquatch has very few known problems. However, we
have lists of LightWave problems which, in some cases, still affect Sasquatch. We try to use workarounds for
these problems in the program, and document other problems here.
If you see strange behavior, first check the FAQ section. If you do find a new Sasquatch bug, we want to
hear about it immediately!
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If you've already started to experiment with Sasquatch using the QuickStart guide, you've gotten an idea of
how to use Sasquatch and just how fast, useful, and simply cool it is. But after you get past your initial
experiments and excitement, you'll really benefit from reading about every part of Sasquatch and
experimenting with each feature.

3.1 Fur vs. Hair
Sasquatch has two methods of making fibers, "Hair" and "Fur." Neither mode is really named correctly,
because they can can both make much more than just hair and fur. The differences between the modes (how
Sasquatch decides where to put fibers and what shape to use for them) gives them complementary abilities.
Sasquatch's Fur mode distributes fibers on the surface of your object. These fibers grow out of the polygons
themselves. A single triangle might grow a layer of fuzz with millions of fibers! You can control the density
and locations where the fibers are added, but you don't have to individually specify the location of each fiber
or clump.
Sasquatch's Hair mode places fibers using a different strategy, growing fibers along simple guide geometry
(which may be just a few two-point polygons) to determine the placement and shape of the fibers. A single
guide might add a single fiber or as many as 10 million, depending on your choice of settings. You can build
your own guides to make any hairstyle you wish, and also animate the hair using any tools, including bones,
ClothFX, Messiah, morphing, or plugins.
The main difference between Fur mode and Hair mode is where and how fibers are placed. Fur is distributed
over the surface automatically. Hair gives you precise control over the location and shape of every fiber or
group of fibers. It's best to think of Fur and Hair modes as being automatic and manual modes for making
fibers in Sasquatch. You can really use either mode for anything you wish! In fact, short hairstyles are often
best done with Fur mode. Fur mode is definitely easier to set up, but Hair mode gives you the most custom
control. You can read much more about each mode in the Fur chapter and the mode in the Hair chapter. Most
Sasquatch controls (like color, shading, and clumping) work with both Fur and Hair modes, but some are
specific to one mode or the other.

3.2 Adding Sasquatch to Objects
It's very easy to set up Sasquatch to make Fur. (You've probably already done it by the time you read this!)
To apply fur to a LightWave object, simply add the Sasquatch displacement plugin to it. You can add more
than one copy of Sasquatch to the same object in order to make different fur styles on different surfaces. Or
you can even add multiple fur layers to a single surface, perhaps mixing short coarse fur with a second layer
of long, fine fibers.
There's no limit to the number of objects that can have fur or hair applied to them at one time. There is a
small RAM cost for each instance (about 50 bytes per object vertex) but for most objects this is far less than a
megabyte.
The Sasquatch renderer is located in the Sasquatch pixel filter. You need to add it to the scene for the fur to
render.
By default, Sasquatch will apply fur to the entire surface of the LightWave objects it's added to. In the
simplest case, you can just apply the Sasquatch displacement filter to your object, add the Sasquatch pixel
filter, and render, and your object will show default brown fuzz growing on it. You've already done this in
the QuickStart.
Making hair is slightly more involved, since you first need to build (or load) guides to show Sasquatch what
shape you want the hair to follow. This is explained in the Hair chapter, and also in the Fur techniques
chapter. which talks about making guides themselves. While making guides requires more knowledge and
practice than fur, after you learn the basics you'll find it's extremely easy to make complex hairstyles.
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3.3 Some Initial Advice
Sasquatch has a lot of controls and it takes a while to get used to them all. But that time is well spent since
you'll learn that you can make a huge variety of appearances. Like LightWave itself, Sasquatch rewards
experience and experimentation.
A useful rule for designing fur or hair is to keep things fast. It's easy to make better looking hair by
increasing antialiasing and shadowing options, but this slows down rendering. Whenever rendering is slow,
you'll have to wait longer to see the effect of your changes and your impatience will prevent you from
tweaking your images to perfection. Keep resolution and antialiasing low for your tests. Leave shadowing off
until you need it. A 20 second render is frustrating, but a 2 minute render makes it too difficult to really
adjust controls properly. You can turn on the best antialiasing and shadows occasionally but don't use them
all the time, especially when you're first setting up the basic fur on your object.
For careful control of fur, the S panels are invaluable because they allow you to paint image maps of
attributes like density, fiber length, and combing strength. It may be easy to ignore them at first, but as you
master Sasquatch you'll find that the versatile control of S~panels makes the difference between a cool
appearance and a perfect one.

3.4 Previews
Sasquatch has a real-time multithreaded preview which interactively shows changes in color, texturing, and
shading. It does not show the effects of geometry changes, however. It's very similar to LightWave's VIPER
mode. Previews take extra RAM (about 20 MB for most scenes) and must be specifically activated to see the
effect. This is done in the pixel panel.
Activate this button and render one frame. Sasquatch will render more slowly than normal, and output a very
low quality picture which you can simply ignore. After this render, you can visit the main Sasquatch
interface, which will now show a realtime preview of any color and shading changes you make. You can
even preview the changes in S~panel texturing without having to re-render.
Every instance of Sasquatch will be shown in the preview, and you can visit each instance without having to
re-render. Remember that only color and shading changes are shown! Geometry changes like length, density,
curling, and combing require a new render to view.
Don't ignore the preview when you're changing the look of your hair and fur! It's easy to render
full-resolution images, but the interactivity of the preview is well worth the slight amount of effort it takes to
activate.
There are two limitations of the preview with regards to shading settings. First, changes to Direct Lighting
are not shown. Second, specularity from multiple lights is not 100 accurate. To save memory, Sasquatch uses
a kind of "specular average" to show the shape of highlights. This compromise is usually quite good (and
saves literally 25 MB of RAM per light!) but if you're making specularity glossiness changes, it may be
slightly inaccurate. If you need a perfect preview, you can render a real image to test glossiness, or simply
use a single light in your scene temporarily. In practice, this limitation isn't even noticed unless you're trying
to match highlights to a photograph or something similar.

3.5 Abilities and Limitations
Sasquatch can do a lot but it's not perfect. It's been tricky to integrate it completely with LightWave, and
we're very proud of how well it works. But, of course, no software is perfect and Sasquatch still suffers from
some limitations.
The biggest limitation is that Sasquatch fur and hair do not show in LightWave reflections. This is especially
annoying when you have an animal above water and you want to show its reflection in the surface. The best
workaround is to use a compositing program to manually add a reflection in a second pass.
Sasquatch's effects do show up behind transparent objects, but don't bend from refraction. This is described
on the Rendering Options chapte.r This isn't a major limitation for most scenes, but it can be confusing if you
forget and look at hair through a refractive glass goblet. Sasquatch works great for scenes where you have
hair visible through a transparent windshield, sunglasses, or helmet visor.
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Chapter 4 Fur And Surface Fibers
You can just apply Sasquatch to an object to render fur, but you'll rarely want to keep the default settings for
length and density. This chapter covers these basic (but essential) topics.

4.1 Surface and Part Selection
By default, Sasquatch applies fur to your entire object. Often, though, you'll want to restrict the fur to appear
just on part of your object. There are several ways to do this.
The simplest is by surface name. In the top center of the Sasquatch panel, you can choose the option Apply
Fur only to named area. When you select this option, you can type the name of the surface in the
Surface(s)} control and fur will be added only to that surface. You can also choose to render fur on all but
the named surfaces.
The "Surfaces(s)" entry allows you to specify multiple surface names by separating each name with commas.
Capitalization matters. You can also use the "*" wildcard to match entire groups of names. Don't use spaces
to separate the names.
For example, "S*,Dup*" will match surfaces named Super, Sugar, Sam, Duper, Duplicate and DupDup , but
not Aardvark, zebra, sam, Dummy or Dusty. The number of selected surfaces is shown with the total number
of surfaces as two numbers, like "2/5" if two surfaces are selected from an object with five surfaces.
Instead of using surfaces, you can also use LightWave Parts by clicking on the "Surface(s)" button to toggle
it to show "Part(s)" instead. Parts are object polygon groups defined in Modeler. Sasquatch's interface lets
you toggle between surface and part selection. Using parts to "segment" your object for fur, you can keep
control of your surfaces for normal LightWave texturing. This is especially useful when you're updating or
modifying a model, since you can change fur areas without breaking your surfaces. Part support has all of the
features that surface support has, including multiple selection, creeping, and soft transitions.
You can use a second copy of Sasquatch (added into LightWave's second displacement map slot) to add fur
to a second part, surface, or group of parts or surfaces. This gives you independent control over the fur on
each surface. You can even add a second copy of Sasquatch to the same surface or part. In this case, the
layers of fur are layered on top of one another. This is quite useful for some types of fur; for example, real
wolf fur has a mix of short, coarse fibers with a winter coat of longer, finer fibers. You can use two (or
more!) copies of Sasquatch to create exactly this kind of mix.
When you're using multiple instances of Sasquatch on a single object, it's useful to use the "Optional
Comment" control to give each instance its own name. This is ignored by Sasquatch but the name is
displayed in LightWave's panel, allowing you to distinguish the different instances more easily. For example,
you might have a cat object, with one instance applying body fur and another making whiskers. Labelling the
instances "body" and "whisker" will help prevent you from picking the wrong instance to edit later.

Transition Softness
Using surfaces or parts to define the fur application area is convenient, but sometimes the transition from one
region to another is too abrupt, stopping the fur suddenly at the edge. (It can look sort of like a piece of cut
carpeting.) You can soften the transition edge of the applied area by using the Transition Softness} control.
This will make the fiber density smoothly decrease across the surface edge. The density will begin to lower
inside the surface, and will start to extend slightly past the surface. This makes it ideal to crossfade two
Sasquatch fur patches. If you use the same Transition Softness settings for both copies of Sasquatch, you'll
get a smooth cross-fade between them.
This transition only occurs at surface boundaries, not object boundaries. You won't start losing fur at the tip
of an ear or end of a nose if you use the transition. It only affects where two surfaces directly join.
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Creep
You can also "creep" the fur across the surface edges with the Creep over Boundary control. This makes the
fur expand beyond its original surface. This is useful because often your object surfaces are used for normal
LightWave surface texturing, and it's annoying to set up a special surface just for fur. For example, you might
be making a wolf's legs. You want the bottom half of the legs covered with white fur. You could add
Sasquatch to the wolf's feet, and increase Creep over Boundary to make the fur grow halfway up the legs.
You can also use a negative value for Creep to make the fur withdraw from the boundary, filling only the
central part of the surface.
Like Transition Softness, Creep controls the blend between two adjoining surfaces. If you use a positive
Creep of (for example) 10% on one surface, and a corresponding Creep of -10% on the other surface, the
transition between the two will match. It's sort of like one surface has an army which has crossed over the
border and invaded another country.
Both Creep and Transition Softness are percentages roughly based on the size of your object. You may need
small values for the transition of a small area (like nose fur transitioning into the face fur) but a larger value
for bigger areas (like head fur transitioning into body fur.) You can use values greater than 100% (or less
than -100%) but it's not usually necessary.

4.2 Fur Density
Density controls the number of fibers used to make fur. The density is a percentage (which you can overdrive
past 100% in the rare occasions you need to.)
Density is adjusted to match the the scale of your object. Sasquatch will produce the same number of fibers
on a 1000 meter sphere as a 1 meter sphere. This makes it easier to cut and paste settings between objects.
The density value is also "nonlinear", which means that if you double the density, you'll get more than twice
the number of fibers. This is a useful feature since some landscape objects have extremely sparse grass, but
some animal fur is extremely dense. This nonlinear behavior makes it easy to keep the density settings within
a reasonable range of 0 to 100%, even for these two extreme cases. This does mean that the Density control
is sensitive, so small changes in the Density setting will make large changes in the number of fibers.
(Mathematically, if you double the Density setting, you'll get 4 times as many fibers.)
Notice that Density controls fiber density , not the absolute number of fibers. A single object with both a
small and a large surface with the same density will have more fibers on the large surface. This is a
convenient advantage especially when cross-fading two fur patches, since the density settings are the same
for both surfaces even though one surface is larger.
A Density value of 0% will produce no fibers on a surface. This is actually very useful when using S panels,
since you can define the fur application areas using an image map, as described in the next section.

Density and S Panels
It's very common to use the S~panel texturing option to control Density. (See the S Panel chapter for more
details about using S panels.) This gives you an alternative way to control where fur appears on your object
instead of using surfaces.
Using S~panels, you can use a LightWave weight map or image map (or fractal noise, or the other S~panel
controls) to specify the density of the fur over the object. This method is easiest when you don't want to
worry about surfaces and just want to paint an image map to specify where the fur is or isn't. This gives
precise control over complex objects, since you can paint shades of grey to accurately control the areas you
want fur to appear. With surface selection, you'd have to specifically isolate groups of polygons and apply
multiple copies of Sasquatch to them.
If you're using S~panels to control density, you may want to increase the Surface Subdivision control if the
applied density looks "blurred" or incorrect. This is a subtle but important point discussed on in the S-Panel
tips section.
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You can combine both methods and restrict Sasquatch to a surface but also paint a density map. Fibers will
only appear where both methods intersect. This can be useful when you want to paint a detailed map but
some features are too small or detailed to specify. For example, you might make a painted image to control
the density of fur on a wolf's head, but use the surface selection to make sure no fur appears on the wolf's lips
or inside of its nose. It's hard to paint the inside of a nose, but by naming the surface you can make sure it's
not covered with fur.

4.3 Length and Coarseness
The Length control is used only for fur, and (obviously) controls the length of each fiber. Like Density,
Length is nonlinear, so it doesn't have to be changed much to make a large effect. Also like Density, you can
overdrive the value past 100%, though it's rarely necessary. And, like Density again, the length is relative to
your object's size, which is very convenient since you don't have to deal with tiny numbers for a bee with 1
millimeter fuzz or huge numbers for bamboo with 10 meter stalks.
Sometimes your fur looks boring if every fiber is the same length. You can randomize the length of each
fiber by using the Length Vary control. A Length Vary of 0% will make all fibers have the same length.
Length Vary of 20% will make every fiber randomly choose a length from 80% to 120% of the normal
length. A Length Vary of 90% will make the fibers range from 10% to 190% of the normal length.
When used with Clumps Fiber Length Vary clump setting controls the random length of the fibers within the
clump, as described in the Clumping section.
Sasquatch's Hair mode does not use Length (fibers are defined by the guide chains) but Length Vary is still
active. See the Long Hair section.

Coarseness
When fur fibers get longer, they also get thicker . You can control how thick a fiber is (compared to its
length) by using the Coarseness control. Coarseness is linear, so if you double this value, each fiber will be
twice as thick.
Coarseness is very important when defining the "feel" of fur (and hair). Smaller values of coarseness will
make thinner, soft feeling fibers. However, thin fibers are less visible, so you'll often have to increase Density
to visibly cover a surface with fibers. Coarseness doesn't change rendering time significantly, but Density
does, so you can make fur render much faster by using less Density and more Coarseness to compensate. Of
course very coarse fibers look more like yarn or ropes, which may not be the appearance you want.
You can make each fiber get thinner near its tip with the Tip Narrowing control. A value of 100% will make
each fiber narrow into a conical, needle point. Real hair and fur fibers don't narrow along their length at all,
but many plants and grasses do. But the effect of thinner tips often looks good on hair and fur anyway! In
practice, you don't normally view fibers so closely that you see this effect directly. Instead you notice that the
edges of furry objects become softer and less dense. This is often desirable, so you may want to experiment
with Tip Narrowing if you want a softer edge but don't want to reduce the overall coarseness.

4.4 Object Scale Dependence
As Sasquatch was developed, we've experimented with several different rules for setting length and density.
We found that it's awkward to allow you to enter in an absolute density like "100 fibers per square
centimeter" or length like "14 centimeters." This didn't work for two reasons. First, the absolute density of
fibers ranges over a huge scale; you may have 100,000 fibers per square centimeter in a thick otter fur,{This
density is correct, sea otters have amazingly dense fur.} which is 1,000,000,000 per square meter! And some
insects may have even higher densities. But you may have a desolate landscape which has less than one
strand of grass per square meter.
Absolute measurements also make it difficult to cut-and-paste settings from one object to another. It's very
nice to be able to take a good looking fur setting and simply copy it to another object and have it work
properly. When length and density are based on the object size, you can do this easily, even if you're copying
bumblebee fuzz to a dragon.
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Of course, this scale independence can cause problems. The most common one is if you have good looking
fur, but then you remodel the object. This changes the scale of the object, and the fur will react! This is
annoying and often surprising (since it's easy to forget about.) But after a lot of debate, we've concluded that
the relative density and length settings work best.
Sasquatch includes an extra control, titled Object Size , to allow you to override and control the "scale size"
Sasquatch uses to compute the length and density. Normally this control is set to "Auto" which tells
Sasquatch to base the length and density on the object size.
If you want to lock the length and density scale Sasquatch uses, you can set the effective scale manually by
turning off "Auto" and entering a size explicitly. If you hold "shift" while pressing the Auto button, the
Automatic size will be copied into the manual override size.
For a practical example, let's say you were modeling a wolf head. You've set up beautiful fur on the object,
but you decide to make the nose a little longer. This increases the object size, so all fur renders a little longer
and a little more sparsely. If you want to keep your old fur, you can first shift-click the "Auto" Object Size
button to lock the size before you model. After this, you can remodel the head any way you like, but the fur
lengths and densities will be left unchanged.
The manual Object Size is also good for landscapes, where you want to use the same length grass on two
objects. If you use the same Object Size for both, it's easy to share other settings without having to worry
about the grass on each object having different lengths.
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All hair and fur has color. These colors may be solid and uniform, like simple dyed threads, or very complex,
like the rich blend of colors in a wolf's coat. There's often a lot more color complexity than you think even in
a simple housecat. Sasquatch is designed to let you recreate the rich color blends of real fur and hair as
closely as possible.

5.1 Salt and Pepper coloration
The most interesting property of fur color is that it is usually not a single solid hue. A fur pelt often has
textured patterns, usually as irregular spots. But even within a spot there are often a blend of different fiber
colors mixed together. When human hair starts to turn grey, every hair doesn't become slightly lighter.
Instead, most keep their normal color, but a few random hairs become solid grey. As you get older, these
grey hairs become more common until they finally predominate. This kind of mix of two different colors is
called "salt and pepper" hair.
This kind of "salt and pepper" mixing of two colors is very common in fur. It also occurs in human hair,
especially in dark blonde hair. It even happens in rope, since different rope fibers come from different plants.
Dyed materials like yarn tend to have no variation though.{Working with Sasquatch can give you strange
habits. We stare at cats and dogs, study wolf pictures, and visit zoos. When you really study the fur color of
animals, you see salt and pepper mixes constantly, and appreciate how rich and detailed fur really is!}
Fiber colors can also vary along their length. It's especially common for the tip of a fiber to be lighter than
the base. This comes from the natural bleaching effects of sunlight and water. Different colors of fibers often
bleach differently. Darker hair will usually bleach more than light hair. But of course there are exceptions..
some fibers never bleach at all! And a few types may be darker at the tips than at the roots, especially if it's
dyed hair that's grown.
To make similar kinds of effects in Sasquatch, you have independent color controls of "Salt" fibers and
"Pepper" fibers. Each type has its own independent root and tip colors, which you select with a color picker.

Percentage and Blending
The Salt Percentage control chooses the ratio between the two. Many types of fur have only a few stray
fibers of a different color. You might make this in Sasquatch by using a setting of 95%, so the "Salt" color
would dominate. Or you could mix the two equally with a 50% setting. Texture mapping this attribute is
especially effective.{See the S Panel chapter)
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Some fur styles have fibers that are a blend of the Salt and Pepper colors. Salt/Pepper Blending controls
whether fibers have any intermediate shades between the two. At 100%, you'll get fibers which are mostly
halfway between the Salt and Pepper colors. But at 0%, you'll have no intermediate shades; fibers will either
be all-salt or all-pepper. When you have blended colors, the Salt Percentage control will bias the shades
towards either extreme. In practice, animal fur has some blending of colors. Grey hairs in a black beard have
almost no blending; a fiber is either light grey or dark black.

Skew and Sharpness
Each fiber has a gradient of color along its length determined by the Root and Tip Colors. It's very common
for some types of fibers to mostly be a single shade with only the very tip colored differently. You can skew
the gradient to make this kind of effect. Skew Color to Tip will move the color transition towards one end or
the other of the fiber. At high values like 95%, you'll see almost all Tip color, with only the very bottom root
set to the Root color. A low value will make most of the fiber colored like the root, and only a small area at
the tip colored the Tip color.

This skew is often slightly random in real fur, with some fibers showing more Root color and others showing
more Tip. This kind of randomness is added with the Skew Vary control. At 0%, all of the fibers will have
their color transition at the same place. Higher values will randomize the transition location, so some will be
mostly Tip and others mostly Root.
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The gradient along the fiber is often sharp, with the color suddenly changing from the Root hue to the Tip
hue. This is especially true for dyed hair that has grown slightly. Many other types of fibers have a smooth,
soft gradient, perhaps from being bleached from the sun. You can control the sharpness of this transition with
the Transition Sharpness control.
While Salt and Pepper give you an enormous amount of control over the natural variation of your fiber
colors, it's still not enough for some very random color patterns. Two extra controls, Bright Vary and Hue
Vary offer a final way to randomize the fiber appearance. Bright Vary makes each fiber randomly lighter or
darker. Hue Vary makes the color of each fiber shift slightly, so a red fiber might become orange or purple.
Often you don't need to use large values for these settings, but small settings are often quite realistic.

5.2 Image Map Coloring
The Salt and Pepper controls give you a range of colored fibers and complex ways to mix them. Using S
Panels you can even make patterns like zebra stripes. But often you simply want to paint the color of the
fibers directly. You can do this with the Color Image controls at the top left of the interface.
When you use a color image to set the fiber colors, the fibers become tinted by the image color. But Salt and
Pepper coloring is still active which makes it very easy to realistically randomize the fur color. The image
map color is just multiplied by the Salt and Pepper color. If you leave Salt and Pepper at full white, the fibers
will use the color of the image map directly. It's common to use Salt of pure white and Pepper of a tinted
light grey shade to cause some natural variation to the image map colors.
The Bright Vary and Hue Vary controls are also active, and further modify the fiber colors after they've had
the image map applied to them.
The selection and options that control the image map are very simple, allowing you to pick the image,
projection type (planar, cylindrical, or spherical), axis, and sizing options. These options are fully described
here, where the identically-behaved S~panel image maps are documented.

5.3 Clump Inheritance
The final control is a little different than the previous ones. When you're using clumping it's often useful to
make the fibers in each clump a similar color, but have random variation between different clumps. At other
times you may want the fibers inside the clump to vary too. Clump Inheritance allows you to choose
between these modes. High values of Clump Inheritance will make every clump have its own coloration,
with very little variation between the fibers in the clump. Low inheritance will make each fiber vary its color
even within the same clump.
It may seem that there are too many methods for setting fiber colors, but after studying fur for so long, we're
sure that they're all necessary to capture the true richness of real fur. Study a dog or a cat when you next see
one, especially one with multicolored fur, and you'll learn a lot! Luckily, hair coloring is usually much much
simpler than animal fur.
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Thin fibers react to light in a complex way to give fur and hair their unique looks. Lit fibers have a much
more complex appearance than "normal" surfaces like wood or chrome. Sasquatch's lighting model
reproduces these effects to make photoreal results, even in the preview mode which is invaluable for
perfecting your shading settings interactively.

6.1 Diffuse and Specularity
The most basic shading adjustment is Diffuse which, like LightWave's own Diffuse control, changes the
sensitivity of an object to light. Black hair has a low Diffuse setting, white hair has a high value. Diffuse is
tweaked more often than any other shading control, since it is the easiest way to brighten or dim the fur's
appearance.
Fur and hair specular highlights are very important and behave very differently than normal surface
highlights. This is because the fibers are actually narrow tubes, and the highlights become stretched along the
tube's long direction. When you look at fur or hair, you can see this stretched, aligned, highlight easily, even
if you're very far away and can't see individual fibers. Normal specular surfaces (like a glass ball or
something) show a very simple bright specular spot when you shine a light on them, but fur fibers will create
intricate patterns which depend on the combing, length, and styling of the fur.
The Specular value controls the strength of specular highlights. Glossiness is the width of the highlight, with
high values creating small, bright highlights, and low values making broader, dimmer ones. These behave
similarly to LightWave's own Specular and Glossiness controls.
Specular Tinting allows you to change the color of the highlight by adding the fiber color to the specularity.
When Specular Tinting is 0%, highlights are the same color as the lights that make them. As you increase
Specular Tinting, the base fiber color of the highlight will be mixed into the specularity.

Dark Hair Highlights
Dark (or black) hair is interesting since the only effect you're really seeing is specularity. You can obviously
make dark hair by selecting dark (or black) colors for the hair color, but a more effective alternative is simply
to lower the Diffuse value. This darkens the hair (all the way to black if you wish) regardless of what colors
you've set. If you use low Diffuse and high strong Specular Tinting, you can completely determine the
highlight color of the black hair. Some real dark hair has light blue highlights, some has reddish, and some
has simple white highlights. In Sasquatch, you can choose the highlight color freely with the Color controls
since the low Diffuse hides the base color. In summary, make dark and black hair with low Diffuse values,
not with dark hair colors, so you can control the highlight tints easily.

6.2 Translucency and Sensitivity
Most fibers are so thin that light passes through them. In real life, this translucency depends on the
coarseness, color, and type of fibers. Many, many real fibers, including human hair, react even when they are
lit directly from behind. This "backlighting" effect can be very strong, for example when loose blonde hair is
backlit by sunlight.
Sasquatch lets you control backlighting with the Translucent Lighting setting. Large values will make hair
react to lights that are behind the hair (backlighting.) Small values will reduce backlighting, giving the
impression that the fiber is thick, opaque, or both. An interesting side effect of this property is that high
values of Translucent Lighting will make your fibers less sensitive to light direction. This is usually useful,
since it's easy to set up lights for your hair or fur, but have your beautiful appearance change quickly when
you move the light or object. Low Translucent Lighting settings are useful for the coarsest, darkest fibers,
perhaps porcupine quills or animal whiskers.
Real fur and hair has an interesting property that causes it to be brightest when the light comes from an angle,
not when it's directly aligned with the fiber itself. This can make surprising patterns; you may shine a light
onto a furry surface, but see a dark spot where the light is pointed, surrounded by a ring of brighter fur! This
is because the center fibers are aligned with the light direction. You can see this clearly in real life by shining
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a flashlight onto the head of a friend with a crewcut. It's surprising to see since we're used to seeing a bright
spot where we point a light.
Sasquatch's Direct Lighting controls how sensitive the fiber lighting is to this effect. High values will make
Sasquatch less sensitive, which usually makes lighting easier, but a little less realistic.

Final Shading Options
Sasquatch fibers will react to LightWave's ambient light (and, in LightWave 6.5 and later, to radiosity and
caustics.). However, often fur looks better with less ambient lighting than other surfaces. The
Ambient/Radiosity Sensitivity value lets you reduce the amount of ambient lighting that's applied to the fur.
Sasquatch still uses LightWave's global ambient light setting, but simply reduces (or boosts) the value by this
sensitivity multiplier.
The final shading control, Self Shadow, is often crucial for photorealism. This attribute is discussed in detail
in the Shadowing chapter
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Sasquatch hair mode lets you explicitly define the shape of your fibers. But for short hair and fur, you don't
want to do this, you want the computer to do the work for you! Luckily Sasquatch gives you procedural
{automatic} ways to change the shape of your fibers, bending, curving, and randomizing them.
The first control, Tangle, randomizes the direction of the fibers so they start growing from the surface at
random angles. A short crew-cut doesn't have much Tangle; it mostly sticks straight out from your head.
Grass has a lot of tangle, since each blade grows in its own direction.{This section has many control names
like "Kink" and "Tangle" which have vague definitions in English. It's hard to remember exactly what Tangle
does, but it's still better than calling it "The Randomized Root Angle Control" which isn't any better and too
long anyway. I talk about this problem here.

Droop bends your fibers downwards (in LightWave's -Y direction). The droop strength can be different for
the root and tip of the fiber. Usually you want only the tip to bend, but if the fiber is especially thin or heavy,
you may want the root to bend too. In real life long, thin fibers tend to droop a lot more than short coarse
ones.
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Frizz is a random wiggle. It doesn't make a straight nor a smoothly curved fiber, but one that wanders
randomly. This effect is very common, and a small amount of frizz gives nearly all scenes realistic
randomness. Of course you can increase the number to very high values and get truly wild and uncontrolled
hair.

Curl and Kink
Curling is slightly complicated but very configurable. Some fur and hair has many tight, random curls, like
an Afro hairstyle. But other hair has very organized curls, like the soft bend of eyelashes or the carefully
curled bangs of a woman. You can make both types (and more) with Sasquatch's curling controls.
Curl sets the overall strength of curling, with 0% making straight fibers and 100% making tight circular
loops. You can use negative values like -100% to make the fibers bend in the opposite direction. This is often
useful with Curl Combing described below.

The curling strength can be randomized with the Curl Vary control. This is especially useful for hairstyles
where some curls are much stronger than others.
Tip Curl controls how much of the curl occurs at the end of the fiber. A value of 0% will make the entire
fiber follow a simple circular shape. Higher values look more natural, with the fiber staying straight and only
starting to loop tightly near the end of the fiber.
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Some hair curling is random, with the curls going in all directions. But other types of hair have a carefully
consistent direction to the curling, like eyelashes which all curl in the same direction, bending up and down,
not sideways. Some hairstyles have slightly curly bangs, with the hairs bending down and curling towards the
forehead.
You control this alignment with the Curl Combing setting. When the value is 0%, the curl direction is
completely random, a lot like an "Afro" hairstyle. A value of 100% will make the curls align with the
combing direction {Combing is described in its own chapter.) of the hair, so you can make aligned curls like
the bangs example. In this case you can use positive or negative curl strengths to make the fiber loop towards
or away from the surface. Finally, you can use negative Curl Combing values. This makes the curls align
sideways. This is sometimes seen when hair is wet and sticking to your head.
Curl is also useful in some situations when you want to make fibers "flow" around a corner. You can paint an
S panel image map and use it to make a strong curl around sharp bends to "roll" the fur around that corner.
Kink "waves" fibers, making them shaped like the letter S. This effect is often seen in long hair which has
been carefully groomed with a curling iron. The appearance is a lot like ocean waves! You can control how
strong the kinking is with the Kink control, and how many wiggles they make with Kink Freq. This option is
especially useful for long hair.

7.1 Fiber Divisions
Sasquatch fibers curve smoothly, but for rendering speed, it draws them as a series of very short connected
lines. These lines are usually so small that you never see them; you just see the curve.
However, Sasquatch can render the fibers much more quickly by drawing fewer lines for each fiber. This
doesn't change the look of many types of fibers, so the speed increase is easy and useful. Other fibers need a
lot of lines to draw smoothly.
You can control this quality of the fibers with the Fiber Divisions control. Higher values of Fiber Divisions
will make higher quality fibers, especially when the fibers bend a lot, but may slow down rendering.
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Fiber Divisions is especially important when making long hair. Some styles need more divisions, and some
need almost none. Experiment with the control to see what effect it has on your rendering speed and quality.
In some cases, you can make a scene render 5 to 10 times faster by using low settings!
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Most fur isn't simple random fuzz with no direction; real fur follows the natural shape of the animal's body!
Even grass and moss have a preferred direction to their fibers.
Sasquatch gives you a variety of tools to comb fibers. While there are only a few controls (shown in the
figure below), they are extremely powerful.

8.1 Simple Bias Combing
The easiest combing method is a simple directional bias which pushes the fibers in one direction. In the
figure below, you can see an object with with no combing and with bias combing. In this example, the bias
comb pushes every fiber strongly to the right. This kind of combing is simple, but very common for many
situations.
The strength of this bias is controlled by the Combing Bias control. In the figure below, it's set at 100%, but
you often use smaller values to push the fibers less strongly.

By default, bias combing will push your fibers down , in the -Y direction. If you want to choose a different
direction, you can use the Comb Bias Controllersitem picker to choose an object. (Null objects work well
for this.) The combing bias direction will then be defined by the -Y direction of the object at frame~0.

S Panel Strength
You can use the S~panel to control the Combing Bias strength over the surface of your object. This is
extremely useful to have precise control over the combing. It's not uncommon to use an image map to force
stronger combing in a place where the fur is too "puffy," or to remove combing in areas where it causes
intersections with the object geometry. Another use is to ruffle the fur with fractal noise.
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8.2 Muliple Bias Combing
A single directional bias is useful for simple and common situations, but is too limited for advanced styling.
If you want the combing direction to vary over your object's surface, you can use multiple bias controls to
direct the direction of the fur at every point on your object. Sasquatch interpolates the direction between the
guides.
You can see this effect in the figure below. Two bias controllers were added, one pointing to the right and
one pointing up. The fibers near each controller are combed in that controller's direction. Fibers inbetween
the controllers are interpolated smoothly.

You can scale the controllers to make them more powerful compared to each other. The overall combing
strength is still set by the Combing Bias, but you can make one controller have a larger range of influence by
making it bigger than its neighbors. If all of the controllers are the same size, they are all equally important.
You can use multiple bias combing to manually style any surface. A simple surface might use one or two
controllers, but you can use more as necessary to manually define any combing pattern you like. Of course
this becomes tedious when you have a complex surface. It would be possible to comb an animal this way, but
there's a better solution: Smart Combing.

8.3 Automatic Smart Combing
We've found that manual combing is powerful, but tedious. Setting up dozens of directions manually isn't
that hard, but it still takes several minutes to configure. To solve this annoyance, you can use Smart
Combing. This powerful feature makes the computer do the combing by analyzing your object's geometry
and deriving the natural object contours automatically. You can see the effect of this in the figure below.

Smart Combing is very simple to use since Sasquatch does the work for you. The computer only needs one
clue from you to decide how to start the combing; it needs to know where to start. For a wolf, the computer
doesn't realize that fur shouldn't be brushed from the tail to the head, or up one leg and down another. But if
you give it a starting clue, the computer can use that to smoothly derive the combing over the rest of your
object.
For example, if the combing of a real wolf starts from the head and moves down the neck, it's obvious and
natural for us to see that the combing must continue down the back and tail (not up from the tip of the tail)
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and down the legs (not up!). Of course this isn't obvious and natural to the computer, but Sasquatch's Smart
Combing teaches it.
This initial direction is provided by a surface on your object. The combing crosses from this named surface
and heads towards the other surface(s) in your object. For a wolf, you might imagine the "starting surface" to
be the wolf's nose. Fur, starting at the nose, is brushed towards the rest of the face. Face hair is brushed to the
neck, neck hair to the body, and so on down the legs. Thus, by naming the nose, you defined the entire
combing for the whole animal!
The combing surface doesn't have to have fur on it; that's not important for defining the comb direction. You
just need to pick a starting surface (or surfaces) for the combing to start at. These named surfaces will be
combed too, so it's reasonable to pick the entire head of a wolf to be the combing surface, even though the
head and body are both being furred. All the surface selection does is define the initial direction of the
combing.
To activate Smart Combing, enter the source surface(s) in the Comb Definition Surface(s) control. You can
use the `*' wildcard, and enter multiple surfaces separated by commas, as described here
Surface Comb Strength sets the strength of Smart Combing. Like Combing Bias, you can use the S~panel
to texture map it. You can also use both combing methods simultaneously. Often the Smart Combing does
most of the work, but you use an S~panel to "touch up" problem areas with manual bias controller combing.

8.4 Effector Combing
This lets you use one or more effectors to stroke the fur combing in a limited region without affecting the
combing anywhere else. This can help to fix up small areas, like angling tufts of fibers out of eyes or tuning
the flow of fur around a mouth. It uses effectors much like Polk's Acid.. The effectors can be moved, rotated,
and stretched to define the combed region. The combing is in the effector's -Y direction. You can use as
many effectors as you like. There's two independent channels of effector combs so you can texture map the
strength of groups independently. You can also change the strength of indivdual effectors by using that
effector's Polygon Size. Effector combing is added to the previous "smart" combing and bias controllers.
Probably you'll set up most combing using the older methods, and add limited region effectors just to fix up
the small areas that have remaining problems.

8.5 Maximum Sleekness
Combing is essential, but strong combing can create the problem of the fibers being pushed so hard that they
become parallel to the surface. If your surface itself curves at all, this may make the fibers dip under the
surface and disappear!
The Maximum Sleekness control prevents combed fibers from becoming too strongly combed. If you lower
this value, the fur will be prevented from being combed beyond a certain limit. This guarantees that the fur
has some volume to it. Sometimes it's useful to control fur by using strong combing, but using an S~panel
image map on Maximum Sleekness to force it to "puff out" from the surface in the areas you paint.

8.6 Setup Pose Frame
In very rare cases, it's useful to have a specific kind of extra texturing and combing control of advanced
character setups. Sasquatch applies combing or texturing based on null objects in the scene. If your object is
very dynamic, such a running cheetah, it can be difficult to see where the nulls are relative to the
undeformed, "basic" shape of your model. Since Sasquatch by default analyzes the shape and pose from
frame 0, you may already be "using" this frame to set up your dynamic action. However, using the Setup
Pose Frame option, you can set this "pose" frame to be anything you like. Typically, you choose a large
negative frame like -100. Then, you can pose your character at that time in a way that makes it easy to view
the texturing/combing pose, and you have lots of "time" to get your character back into its action pose by the
start of your real scene at frame 0. This is a very advanced option that will only apply to the most ambitious
Sasquatch users, so it's OK to ignore this option forever; you'll know when you hit the situations when it's
useful and necessary.
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In real life, fur and grass move. Without natural swaying and motion, fur can look fake, like it's made from
stiff wire. Sasquatch adds motion to fur based on both dynamics , caused by the object motion, and from
wind.

9.1 Wind
Wind is a "global" effect, which means it's applied to all of the fur in your scene. While individual objects
can have controllable sensitivity to wind, most of the definition of wind is done for all fur in the scene in the
pixel plugin of Sasquatch.
Wind is a lot of fun to play with. It's easy to apply, and if you keep your scene simple enough to render
quickly, you can see the results in just a few minutes. For fun, feel free to use strong wind, but for realism it's
usually best to keep the effect very small and subtle. If the wind is so strong that it's easy to notice
immediately, you're probably using too much!{This advice is also true for a lot of other "cool" LightWave
effects like lens flares and volumetric lighting. It's an easy way to identify an eager amateur's demo reel.}
Wind pushes fibers in the direction it's moving. Wind Speed controls the strength of the wind. Values of
about 1~m/s are about right to get realistic effects. Wind speed can be animated with the "A" button next to
the control. Stronger wind will bend the Sasquatch fibers more.

Wind direction is very configurable. By default, wind travels in the +X direction, but you can use the item
picker to the right of the Wind Speed control to select an item (usually a null) to define the direction. The
wind will move in the +X direction of the controller item, and can be animated over time.
You can use multiple wind direction controls to make wind curve and bend, very much like multiple bias
control combing. You might arrange them to cause the wind to turn sharply around the corner of a building,
or flow through a curving cave. You can make a vortex by arranging several controllers in a circle, each
pointing along the curve.
Wind alone will cause Sasquatch fur fibers to bend, but doesn't add any turbulent, animated, effects unless
you use Gusts, described later in this chapter.

Blowers
Wind controllers make air that flows over your entire scene. Sasquatch allows you to add "Blowers" to make
a local effect that sprays air at a specific area. They act like small sources of air, like from a fan or blow
dryer. In practice, they're very useful to make local effects like the rush of wind from a car passing by or the
downblast of a landing helicopter.

The strength of the blower effect is set by Blower Speed. Like Wind Speed, it's measured in meters per
second. Blowers tend to use much higher values than wind (10~m/s is reasonable) since the effects are
localized. You can pick the item (or items!) that act like a blower using the item picker to the right. It's
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common to use Null objects for this. The blowers can be animated over time.
Blowers have an inherent size to them as well. Blower Size controls, roughly, what range the blower has.
You might use a value of 0.1 meters to make a blower that lets you ruffle a small patch of fur on a gorilla, but
10 meters to push the grass under a landing helicopter.
Blowers are useful for other effects. Since Sasquatch fur ignores collisions with other objects, it can be
awkward to make an object push fur around. You can use a blower to do it for you as a kind of a manual
method. This actually works pretty well to do things like flatten grass under a foot or press down fur on an
animal when you pet it.

Gusts
Both Wind and Blowers are boring by themselves, because all they do is push the fur. Gusts make the wind
strength ragged and animated, making the fibers wave and wiggle. These gusts can affect Wind and Blowers
independently.
Wind Gusts and Blower Gusts control the strength of the randomizing effect. It's common for them to have
a similar speed as the Wind or Blower Speeds.
When wind is blowing across a field of grass, you can see the different gust patches travel across the grass.
The scale of these patches may be large (for a landscape) or small (perhaps from a fan blowing across fur.)
Gust Patch Size determines how large the random patches of gust effects are. The field of grass might use
100~meters, but a window fan would use only 1~meter or less. If this value is too large, all of your fur will
tend to sway at the same time. If it's too low, the fur's motion will be chaotic and patternless, with
neighboring fibers reacting completely differently.
The Gust Timing controls how quickly the gusts change their pattern. A small preview lets you judge the
timing interactively. The preview also shows Gust Turbulence which controls how chaotic and disorganized
the gusts are. A field of grass often moves smoothly like ocean waves, and has low Turbulence. Most other
fur motion looks best with high Turbulence of perhaps 80%.

9.2 Object Sensitivity
You can control the sensitivity of an individual object to wind (and blowers) in its Sasquatch displacement
panel. The Root Wind and Tip Wind settings determine how much that instance of fur reacts to wind and
blowers. A little like Droop, you can control the bending of the fibers at the root and tip independently.
This gives you independent control over wind in every instance of fur in your scene, so you can reduce the
effect on just one surface if you wish. This is handy, since you can make global, scene-wide adjustments in
the pixel panel, but per-surface adjustments in the individual displacement panels.
Surface Subdivision can have an effect on the quality of wind on a surface, especially when you're using
strong gusts or blowers. If the wind effects look like they don't have enough detail on one surface, you may
want to increase Surface Subdivision to see if that fixes the problem.

9.3 Dynamics
Dynamics make fur fibers shake, sway, and shift as your object accelerates or spins. Most real fur has
surprisingly little motion even when shaken violently, but Sasquatch lets you add realistic subtle motion (or
cartoon-like wild reactions!) Like Wind, it's tempting to use strong dynamics on everything because it's fun
and easy, but the best results come from subtlety, not wild bouncing.
Dynamics are easy to apply, controlled by Root Flop and Tip Flop in the main Sasquatch panel. Higher
values make the fibers react more to acceleration. Like Droop and wind sensitivity, you have independent
control over the reaction by both the root and tip of the fibers.
Restoration Force sets the speed of the fur's reaction; is it heavy, loose fur, which takes a long time to react
to motions? Or is it springy wire, which will bounce back and forth quickly? Low Restoration values make
the fur react slowly, and high values make it springy and bouncy. Restoration Force does not control the
amount of reaction (that's Tip and Root Flop), it controls the speed of the reaction.
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Dampin determines how long fur reacts after it's been jostled. Large values will make any motion quickly
die out. Low values let the fur swing back and forth for a longer time after it's been pushed.
The dynamic fur motion only reacts to object and bone motion. It does not react to motion from morphing or
displacements.
Fur dynamics do not require any precomputation, "baking" or pre-computation. You can render any frame of
the animation in any order.

9.4 Long Hair Dynamics and ClothFX
Long hair dynamics can be very difficult. Sasquatch's use of guides allows you to sculpt complex hairstyles,
but that versatility makes it difficult to simulate the motion of those shapes!
All long hair motion and dynamics is based on manipulating the hair guides themselves. If they bounce and
sway realistically, so will the Sasquatch hair. This means you can use manual animation methods such as
bones, morphing, Messiah, and MorphMixer to control hair motion. The WhirleyPoints plugin in our Taft
collection is especially effective for this.
The most powerful solution is to use LightWave built in dynamics simulation tool, ClothFX. It's a very
system for simulating realistic motion of hair and cloth, and it can work well with Sasquatch long hair
guides. It takes some patience and study to learn to use this new LightWave feature, but it pays off well.
You don't need to do anything special to use ClothFX with Sasquatch. Make sure that the Motion Designer
displacement plugin is applied before the ClothFX, and the hair will move based on the ClothFX simulation
properly.
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Both fur and hair form groups, bundles, tufts, or locks. (Four words which are synonyms.) Real hair and fur
often "sticks" together in these kinds of clumps. When you get out of the shower, your hair is very clumpy,
with large bunches of fibers glued together by water. After you dry your hair, you'll have fewer (if any)
clumps, and the clumps you have left will be smaller and have fewer hairs. Sasquatch can make clumps like
this for both fur and hair.
For fur, clumps are activated by the Clump Haircount control. This allows you to set the average number of
fibers in each clump. When the control is at 0%, there are no fibers in each clump, so effectively you have no
clumps, just individual fibers. As you increase Clump Haircount, you'll get more and more fibers in each
clump, and the clumps will start to become more distinct.

The total number of fibers Sasquatch renders is not changed by clumps. If you have a surface with 500
clumps of 10 hairs each and you double the Clump Haircount, you'll get 250 clumps of 20 hairs each. So
when you increase Clump Haircount, you'll get fewer clumps with more fibers in each.
The size of the clumps is controlled by Clump Size. This is independent of the fiber count; you can have a
large clump which has only a few fibers in it, or vice-versa. When you have many many fibers in a very
small clump (like when you have wet hair), all of the fibers will be packed together so tightly you probably
won't even see the individual fibers.

Not all clumps have to have the exact same size. Clump Size Var will randomize the size of the clumps. At
0%, all of the clumps will be the same size. At 100%, every clump becomes smaller by a random amount.
(The maximum size of the clumps stays the same, but they're allowed to get smaller.) A setting of 50% will
make clumps randomly sized from half to full sized. This variation is useful to make the clumps look less
artificial.
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A clump of fibers follows the same styling that a single fiber would, so you can use the normal fur tools like
Frizz, Droop, and Curl. However, you can control how the individual fibers inside the clump behave. The
most noticable clumping effect is when fibers "glue" themselves together at their tips.
Think about wet hair again. Each clump usually comes to a sharp point, not a wide, bushy, end like yarn or a
rope. This effect is called Clump Matting. When you increase Clump Matting, the clump fibers will gather
closer together at the end of the clump. A value of 50% will make the clump stay the same width
everywhere, like a piece of yarn. A value of 100% makes all of the fibers merge into a point at the end of the
clump. A 0% value will make the ends splay out and become bigger. This can make flower-like blooms,
which are useful for landscape foliage.

The Clump Matting appearance can be further changed by the Matting Skew control. This determines how
quickly the clump compresses. At 50%, the clump gradually becomes smaller along its whole length. A
higher Skew value will make the compression happen mostly near its tip. A low value will make the bundle
become small closer to the clump's base. Wet hair tends to use a small Skew value.

All of the fibers inside of a clump are not perfectly straight; they wiggle around slightly. This can be
controlled by Fiber Wiggle. Each fiber in the clump will be smooth and straight when Wiggle is 0%, but as
Wiggle increases, each fiber will start to add some random variation to itself. The fibers are still restricted to
converge at the tip due to matting, so Fiber Wiggle will sometimes make the center of the clump bulge a little
bit. A small amount of Wiggle often looks realistic.
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Finally, Fiber Length Vary makes some of the fibers in the clump shorter than the clump itself. This makes
the end of the clump less dense than the beginning. When it's at 0%, all of the clump's fibers are the same
length. At 100%, the fibers are random lengths ranging from 0 to the clump's length. Nearly all real hair and
fur has some length variation in the clump fibers.

With hair, Clump Haircount isn't used. Instead you specifically define the number of clumps with the Clumps
Per Lock control. This gives you exact control over the appearance of the clumps in your lock of hair. This is
discussed in the hair chapter
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Sasquatch makes photoreal hairstyles, including braids, long flowing hair, parts, knots, and short hair. It
allows you to sculpt hair using simplified guides in LightWave Modeler. You can use all of Modeler's tools
to shape, cut, and style it. When rendered, Sasquatch renders thousands (or millions!) of fully volumetric
virtual strands, filling the spaces between the guides. These look particularly rich and complex when
self-shadowing is used.
This removes all limits to your hair styling. If you can imagine it, you can make it! You can also apply
procedural effects to the long hair to automatically add extra detail like kinking and frizzing.

11.1 Guide Geometry
The shape and path of the hair is defined and animated by the use of "guide geometry," which are chains of
two-point polygons. When you render, Sasquatch adds bundles of hair which follow these guides. The
advantage to this method is that you can create, style, and animate the hair using all of LightWave's tools.
You can create guides easily in Modeler. In LW 9.5/9.6, one tool you can use is the FiberFX Strand Modeler.
This tool can be very handy for creating Sasquatch guides interactively. Another way is to create a single
point polygon and use the Extrude tool to build a chain. This creates the proper kind of guide that Sasquatch
needs. You can clone the chain, or load premade chains, to define the hair shape.
Alternatively, you can start with premade "hairpieces," which are objects that already have been made into
guides. You can load these into Modeler and cut-and-paste them to make new guides.
You can make the guide as simple or complex as you like (including making knots or bows or braids), but it
has to be a chain of 2-point polygons. The root end of the chain must have a different surface name than the
chain itself. Sasquatch needs this marked end so that it knows which end of the chain to grow from. This end
surface can be as simple as an extra one-point polygon placed at the root end of the chain. In practice, it's
easiest to make one extra point at the end of the chain, then name the last two-point polygon something like
"Root". You can then move the first point on top of the second point to hide this extra link if you don't want
it to show. You might name the surface of the rest of the chain "Hair".
You can use any Modeler tools you like to build and style the guides. Modeler's "magnet" tool is especially
useful for quickly shaping the hair.
It's difficult to give advice on the best ways to build hair objects in Modeler, since everyone uses it
differently. All of your Modeler skills are useful for building these guides. We give some general tips and
advice here

11.2 Setup in Layout
To set up long Sasquatch hair in Layout, simply apply the Sasquatch displacement plugin to your guide
object. In the middle top of the Sasquatch interface, select the Make long hair using guide chains option,
and enter in the name of the hair surface (we tend to always name it "Hair").
Set LightWave's Polygon Size control to 0% so you don't see the guide when you render, just the Sasquatch
hair.
With the default parameters, you'll see that Sasquatch renders a "rope" of hair that follows the guide. Most of
the color and shading options are identical for fur and hair, and you can preview their effect using
Sasquatch's preview.
We call the bundle of hair that follows a guide a "lock" of hair. It is made up of clumps of hair. The clumps
are then made up of individual fibers. This lets you make several hairstyles which have different
appearances. The vocabulary for this is all very difficult! But I don't think even hairdressers talk about these
attributes like we have to!
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11.3 Sizing
There are several settings which can change the way hair is applied by the guides. Lock Width and Lock
Thickness determine the size of the bundle of hair. Is it a thin narrow bundle, like a piece of yarn? Or thick
like a rope? Thickness will make a deeper layer of hair. Width spreads the hair sideways. You might control
the bangs of a girl with two or three short guides with small thickness and large width.
If you have several guides in the same object, hair is applied to each one of them. Often it's useful to have
each guide have an independent scale, making short guides have a narrow width and longer guides with
greater width. At other times, you want each guide to have the same width as its neighbors, even if one guide
is shorter than the others. You can choose whether the Width depends on the length of the guide alone, or on
all the guides at once by using the Size Independence control.

High Size Independence control will make small guides have narrower width than any long guides in the
same object. Low values will make all guides have the same width.

11.4 Shaping
Lock Matting makes the clumps of hair grow closer at the tip end of the guide, a lot like the way Clump
Matting works.
Lock Helixing makes the clumps rotate around the center of the hair guide, like a helix. This can look very
cool, though it may not be very realistic.
Clumps per Lock determines the number of clumps each guide makes. If you are using only a few guides,
you probably want larger size with more clumps. If you're using a lot of guides to precisely determine the
hair shape, you probably want fewer clumps.
For long hair, you explicitly set the number of fibers in each clump with Fibers Per Clump. This gives you
precise control over the fiber density of your lock of hair. The total number of fibers in each lock is simply
the Clumps Per Lock times the Fibers Per Clump.
All of the fur clump controls work for long hair clumps just as they do for fur, (except Clump Haircount
which isn't needed.) See the Clump chapter for more details.
Spline Smoothing determines how closely the hair follows the shape of your guide chain. This is useful
when you don't have many points in your guides, or the points don't make a smooth curve. Hair that followed
that guide exactly would be very kinky and look polygonal. Higher values of Spline smoothing will smooth
out the path of the hair fibers, softening the curves, and hiding the sharp details of the guide.
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Max Length Along Guide allows you to manually shorten hair to make it flow over only part of a hair
guide. This can be useful if your long hair model is a little long and you just want to quickly shorten the hair
without editing the model. It's also fun for special effects, since the length multiplier can be animated. This
lets you make the hair "grow" over time. It's also useful for making ropes or vines that "snake out" along
their length.
Frizz and Kink both work with long hair and are extremely effective. They behave the same way as they do
with fur. Small amounts of both controls tend to make realistic natural variation.
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Nearly every fur attribute can be texture mapped, allowing you to precisely control the way fur appears on
different parts of your object. You can define these advanced mappings by pressing the "S" button next to
individual controls, which will bring up a large "Surface Definition" panel. I just call it an "S panel" since it's
easier to say.
Normally an attribute (like Density, Diffuse, Frizz, or more than 30 others) is set to the same value
everywhere on your object's surface. If you want that attribute to vary over your surface, you can use the
small "S" button next to the control to specify this variation. This activates the S~panel which varies that
attribute using a variety of methods including image maps, fractal noise, spots, effectors, or slopes.
S Panels are most useful for fur effects. They do work with hair, but they're only evaluated once for every
guide, not along the guide's length. For example, you can make some guides frizzy and others less so, but you
can't make the hair on a single guide frizzy just at the ends.

12.1 Base And Applied Values
Base (Black) Value and Applied (White) Value determine what range of values are mapped. For example,
if you want to use an image map to control Density, you may want to have no fur in the black areas of your
image map, and 50% density in the white areas. You would simply use a Base value of 0% and Applied
value of 50% in this case. The Base and Applied values give you precise control over the texturing since you
could use the same image map but make black appear as 30% density and white as 50% by simply using a
Base setting of 30% instead of 0. The Base doesn't have to be a lower value than the Applied value; you
might want values of 100% Density in the black areas of the image map, but a sparse 10% in the white,
Applied, areas. The Base and Applied ranges are convenient since you don't need to re-paint your maps if
you just want to change the application ranges.
The Base value is also shown (and is editable) in the main panel. To change the Applied value, you must visit
the S panel.
There are six methods for texturing surfaces. You'll tend to use only one at a time, but they can be combined.
If you do use more than one at a time, their effects are multiplied. That is, the net result is only applied where
all of the methods intersect. For example, you might make patchy grass using fractal noise. If you also use an
effector to limit where the grass is, you'll get patchy grass only in the areas where the effector is. This can be
very convenient especially with fractal noise which adds a natural randomness to the surface.

12.2 Weight Maps
Weight maps are an enormously powerful tool that allows you to use 3D paint programs (and Modeler
weight maps) to control every aspect of Sasquatch. This gives very powerful texturing and modeling control,
especially for fur.

12.3 Image Maps
The most versatile method for texturing is with an image map. This lets you paint the variation directly,
allowing complete control over the appearance. When you choose an image, the parts of your object which
are selected by black pixels use the Base value you specified, and the white areas use the Applied values.
Load the image in LightWave's Image panel, and then enter the appropriate S panel.
Use the Image Map button on the left side of the panel to choose your image. You'll see a preview of the
image appear below. The image will be shown in grey values even if your image is color, since only the grey
values are used for mapping.
The image can be applied onto your surface using several different methods, including the three standard
LightWave projections of Planar, Cylindrical, Spherical, and UV. Simply pick which type you want using the
button in the S panel interface. You can also choose which direction the image is mapped (X, Y, or Z.)
You can specify the size, orientation, and position of the mapping in two ways. The most common is by
auto-sizing the texture. You can choose to automatically fit the image to cover the Sasquatch surface or the
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entire object. If the surface-sizing option is chosen, the image will be stretched to cover the applied surface
exactly. Note that this auto-sizing will fit exactly to the surface size, but this may not match the fur
application areas if you're using the Creep effect (described on page~\pageref{creep) since this makes the fur
advance or withdraw from the surface boundaries.
You can also auto-size to the entire object. This is especially useful when you have several instances of
Sasquatch on different surfaces, but you want to paint a single map to control density or another attribute. In
this case you can use the same map for both instances. For example, you may want to use an image map to
paint shorter fur on the legs of a wolf, and also on the nose. If the wolf's head is one surface with one instance
of Sasquatch, and the legs are a different instance, you can still make a single map and just paint the nose and
legs differently. There's no real need to make two separate nose and leg maps.
The standard trick for making these maps is simply to load your object in Modeler and take a screenshot of
the interface. Then, in Photoshop, crop the screenshot to exactly conform to the view of your object. Then
you can use this as a background template to guide you as you paint colors on top of it. The orthogonal
Modeler view matches the projection that Sasquatch (and LightWave) use for planar mapping. An even
easier method is to use the LightWave "ExportEPS" tool, which gives you an image of the starting shape of
your object in one step, ready for Photoshop.
You can also use LightWave's UV mapping coordinates to define the map's behavior. This is especially
useful if you use a 3D paint program.
The second method to specify a map's position is by using an extra object in your scene which you can move,
stretch, and rotate. Often this is just a null object that you choose in the Use Reference Object item picker.
(This is the same as LightWave's Reference Objects.) The object does not need to be a null. It's often useful
to use a flat plane 1 meter wide as the positioning object. This lets you see the application position and range
in Layout, which makes mapping easier.
You can tweak the image after you've applied it to Sasquatch. The Bias and Sharpness controls let you shift
the brightness of the image in case you find that your painted image needs some tweaking. This is also useful
when you want to use the same map to control two different attributes differently. You might make a soft
gradient image for one attribute. You can use that same image for a second attribute, but shift and sharpen the
gradient with the S~Panel Bias and Sharpness controls to change the position and speed of the change. This
saves time for you (and image map memory). You can also reverse the image (changing black into white)
with the Reverse Intensity control. These effects are all previewed in real time.

12.4 Fractal Noise
Sasquatch's fractal noise is very similar to LightWave's. It adds a random, "patchy" variation to the surface.
Press the Use Fractal Noise button to activate it. You'll see a preview of the noise pattern at the bottom of
the panel. This preview will update in real-time as you change the noise settings.
You can change the scale of the noise by using the three Scale X, Y, Z controls. These percentages are based
on your object size. If you increase the values, the noise pattern will become larger. A large size may be
useful for something like the random patches of color on a dog's fur. You can stretch the noise by using
different sizes in X, Y, or Z. This lets you add random stripes instead of spots. The preview shows the X and
Y stretching.
The shape of the spots is controlled by the Small Detail control. Higher values will give spots a very ragged,
irregular edge. Small values will make smooth edged spots.
You can use the Bias control to make the spots fill more of the surface, biasing the color to white. A low
value will make the surface blacker. The Sharpness will change how rapidly the color changes from black to
white. Low sharpness will make more intermediate gray gradients, and high sharpness will make the spot
edges a stark, sharp transition.

12.5 Spots
Similar to fractal noise, Sasquatch can add circular spots to your surface. The Spot controls are very similar
to fractal noise's. The Spot Spacing will change the distance between the spots and Spot Size will make the
spots grow wider and cover more of the surface. Bias and Sharpness are also like fractal noise.
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You can reverse the spots (making black spots on white) by using the Reverse button. A final special feature
will change the spots into a random tiled pattern like a giraffe's skin. Just click on I want a giraffe! and
you'll get one!

12.6 Effectors
Image maps are the most versatile way of setting your surface attributes, but sometimes it's awkward to set
up the map in a difficult place like the inside of an ear. Sasquatch allows you to use effectors to texture areas.
This is similar to the Polk Collection's Acid plugin. An effector is an object in LightWave which colors the
surface it's near. You can think of it like a paintbrush that makes the surface change color in the place it's
touching.
The effector can be any object, but it's easiest to view when you use a 1 meter radius sphere. In LightWave 7,
you may want to use a null object and apply the LightWave "Item Shape:Ball" custom object tool with a
scale of 2 meters. This is added in the Object Properties/Geometry tab of LightWave. In LightWave 6, you
can use a real 1m radius sphere, and set its Polygon Size to 0%. This will let you set the position, size, and
rotation of the effector without showing the sphere itself in the LightWave render. Both of these tricks are
just to help you visualize where the effect is in Layout.
Type in the effector's name in the Effector(s) box in Sasquatch. You can use wildcards like "Effector*" to
select all of the objects that start with the characters "Effector", like Effector2, EffectorNose, and so on.{We
decided not to use an item picker here since sometimes it's useful to use dozens of effectors and it's annoying
to pick that many individually.)
You can move, size, and rotate the effectors to select the areas you want to affect. Sasquatch will use the
effectors to set your surface parameters.
You can set the sharpness of the effector's edge with the Sharpness control in the S~panel. You can also
reverse the effector (leaving the effect applied everywhere except where there is an effector) by using the
Reverse button. There is a small preview which will show you these effects.

12.7 Slope Control
The final method of texturing is especially useful for landscapes. This method uses the slope of a surface to
determine the texture strength. This allows you to grow grass only on the flat tops of hills, or make moss
grow only on steeply angled cliffs.
Slope texturing uses three controls to define the range of angles that the texture is applied to. The Center
setting determines whether the top, sides, or bottoms of objects should be textured. Higher values will texture
only the top, and low values the bottom. You can see this in the preview, since the band of angles will move
to the top of the arc with high Center values and to the bottom with low ones.
Range and Sharpness control the range of angles that the texture applies to. A smaller value will cover
fewer angles. Sharpness controls the sharpness of the transition between applied and unapplied angles. In
both cases the preview shows you the effect, so setting the values isn't difficult.

12.8 S Panel Tips
Whenever you're using an S panel, there are some standard tricks which are useful. In practice, the image
map and fractal noise options are used constantly. The other methods aren't as common, but are essential for
some special effects.
Since many attributes are related, you often have similar (or identical) S panel settings on two different
Sasquatch controls. For example, you might use an image map to make a wolf's face hair both shorter and
more dense. To do this, you'll need to set up the same image map twice, once for density, and once for length.
To help with this, S panels have a Copy and Paste button at the bottom which makes it easy to transfer
settings from one S panel to another. When you do this, be careful to reset the Base and Applied values since
these usually are the only things that need adjusting after you paste.
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If you're using a map that has a lot of detail (like polka dots) as opposed to a smooth gradient, you may want
to increase the Surface Subdivision control on Sasquatch's main panel. To speed up rendering, Sasquatch
assumes that S panel textures change smoothly, like a gradient. This can double or triple rendering speed.
However, if you have a lot of detail in your maps, this makes Sasquatch render the surface "blurry" or
smeared. You can tell Sasquatch to work harder at finding details (like the spots and stripes) by increasing
the Surface Subdivision level. This may slow down rendering. Luckily, it's usually not necessary.
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Chapter 13 Rendering Options
Most of the rendering options of Sasquatch are found in the pixel panel, including image quality, RAM use,
alpha channels, and rendering features like transparency. The panel also controls global wind and shadowing
options, described in the Dynamics and Lighting chapters.

13.1 Antialiasing (AA)
The most important quality setting for Sasquatch is Antialiasing. Fur and hair make very thin fibers, and
small details like these (usually much narrower than a pixel) are very likely to cause image artifacts.
Sasquatch can reduce these artifacts by using more RAM rendering time.
LightWave has its own antialiasing scheme, and Sasquatch works with it seamlessly. There are several
Sasquatch options to customize and optimize the antialiasing to improve quality and speed.
The most important (and most used) control is Antialiasing Level, ranging from 1 to 4. Higher values will
produce higher quality images at the expense of more rendering time. It's usually best to keep this number
low (1 or 2) when you're making test renders, but increase it (to 3 or 4) for your final, highest-quality, render.
More antialiasing will usually increase your rendering times, but more importantly Sasquatch will need more
RAM to store the rendered data. You can specify the maximum amount of RAM to use with the Layout
RAM cache (MB). This defaults to 400 MB, but you can increase it if you have a lot of RAM in your
machine. (Or decrease it if you don't have much RAM, perhaps on a laptop.)
If Sasquatch needs more RAM than you specify, it will switch its rendering mode to render multiple, smaller,
segments which need less RAM. There is no change to the rendering quality, but the total rendering time will
usually increase. Therefore you can usually increase rendering speed by using more RAM, with no change in
quality.
Sasquatch prints how many segments it's using to the right of the cache control. This is useful since you
might find that changing the cache RAM size just a little bit will lower the segments from 2 to 1 which may
increase rendering speed a lot. (Don't worry about precisely setting this value to minimize RAM, though,
Sasquatch will only allocate as much as it really needs.)

13.2 LightWave Antialiasing
LightWave's antialiasing is independent of Sasquatch's. You can use high antialiasing for LightWave's
geometry, but a different setting for Sasquatch's. This is very handy since often Sasquatch is the slowest
rendering step, and you may want to use a high AA setting for LightWave geometry but a lower setting for
Sasquatch.
The most useful antialiasing option is called One-Pass Antialiasing which is on by default. This mode
eliminates the need for Sasquatch to re-render the fur or hair during each of LightWave's antialiasing passes.
This mode makes Sasquatch considerably faster, but it takes more memory and does not motion blur.
One-pass rendering is only active when LightWave is using multiple-pass antialiasing. The memory that
One-pass uses is printed by the activation button. This extra memory can become quite large for very high
resolution images (a 2000 by 2000 image will use 80 MB), so it may be better to turn off One-Pass in these
cases.
But sometimes you want to make Sasquatch render multiple times every frame if you want to use
LightWave's motion blur or depth of field (DOF) effects. If you want Sasquatch to respond to motion blur or
DOF, you should deactivate One-Pass Antialiasing to make Sasquatch render during every pass of
LightWave.

13.3 Freeze
Another feature of Sasquatch is the ability to freeze renders, where Sasquatch renders an image and
remembers where the hair and fur is and what it looks like. The next time you render, Sasquatch does not
render but simply composites the same hair effects into the new LightWave rendering.
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This mode is useful when you're tweaking your LightWave scene. If you are adjusting an image map
defining the color of a woman's face, it's annoying to have to wait for Sasquatch to render hair when the hair
is unchanged. The Freeze mode of Sasquatch lets you tweak the normal LightWave surfaces and lighting and
see the result quickly without waiting for Sasquatch to render every time.
To activate this mode, use the Freeze Fur Render button to tell Sasquatch to remember the next rendering.
Render a frame, and Sasquatch will store the hair and fur effects. Any later renderings won't activate
Sasquatch's renderer, but will just composite the previous hair onto the LightWave image.
To tell Sasquatch to discard the frozen image, use the Flush button and Sasquatch will compute and store the
hair image the next time you render. Turning Freeze Fur Render off will discard any frozen image and make
Sasquatch render every frame again as normal.
Freeze mode isn't magic, it's just a convenience. Since Sasquatch is just compositing an image onto
LightWave's output, if you move objects or the camera, the hair will still be shown in the original location.
Freeze is mostly used to quickly preview LightWave surfacing changes.

13.4 Transparency
Sasquatch's renderer can show hair and fur behind transparent surfaces such as a helmet visor or a car's
windshield. This slows rendering, since Sasquatch has to compute transparency at every pixel, so this ability
is disabled by default. If you need hair and fur to appear behind transparent surfaces, raise the Max
Transparency Layers value. Only 1 layer is needed for most cases like a windshield, but you would choose
2 to see hair through two layers of glass, and so on. Sasquatch hair does not refract through glass. Your
transparent surface must have an Index of Refraction of 1.0. Also, LightWave's Trace Refraction rendering
option must be on.

13.5 Alpha Channel and Z Buffer Selection
Sasquatch adds its effects to LightWave's alpha channel by default, so the output is ready for compositing.
Sometimes it's useful to get an alpha channel of only the LightWave imagery, or only the fur, so you can
choose what the alpha channel should output with the Alpha Channel option button.
Similarly, Sasquatch writes its Z depth information into LightWave's output, allowing LightWave tools such
as Hypervoxels, volumetric lighting, and Digital Confusion to work properly. Like the Alpha channel, you
can decide if LightWave's updated Z buffer should show just LightWave's effect, just Sasquatch's, or both
combined.

13.6 Speed Optimizations
Sasquatch has several settings which usually speed up the rendering of fur significantly. They are slightly
dangerous if the quality settings are too low, since rendering artifacts can occur.
Rearward polygon quality determines whether Sasquatch adds fur to polygons that face away from the
camera. There's no need to render fur on the unseen side of a wolf! This usually gives speedups of about
30-40%. This speedup can be dangerous if you have long fur fibers; the fur from the rear polygons may
droop or stick up enough to be seen around the edge of your object. If the quality setting isn't high enough,
this fur will be missing. It's often hard to notice unless you see the fibers appear and disappear during an
animation.
Sasquatch can also speed up by not rendering fur that's out of view of the camera. This can dramatically
reduce render times, especially for landscapes which have a lot of grass that's not visible in the image. The
out-of-view speedup also helps rendering when you have a lot of Sasquatch rendering segments.
Smaller values of Out of view fur quality make Sasquatch render more quickly but you run the risk of
rendering artifacts. Like Rearward polygon quality, you can vary this quality to optimize your rendering
times. If the setting is too low, you'll see missing fibers around the edges of the screen. You may also see
fibers missing in horizontal stripes if Sasquatch is using multiple image segments.
If your rendering has artifacts or missing fibers, increase Out of view Fur Quality and Rearward
polygon quality. This is by far the most common, and confusing, error you'll encounter using Sasquatch.
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The best advice after you first set up basic geometry, is to try a 30% out-of-view setting, which can be a lot
faster than the default of 90%. Compare the rendered image with and without the setting (this is easy using
the QV image viewer) and look for any disappearing fibers. If you don't see any, keep the faster setting! Just
remember that if you do start seeing missing fibers, you may have to set this value back higher. Animations
are much more likely to show the artifacts.
Proper Out of view quality settings can double rendering speed when it's set correctly, so don't neglect it with
complex renders! You can always guarantee perfect renders by using a quality setting of 100%.
For large landscape objects, often you care only about the fur (really grass) that's near the camera, and distant
fibers just slow rendering. If you activate Max Distance Clipping, Sasquatch will render only the grass
within a certain distance from the camera. If you obscure the horizon with a little fog (or other geometry) the
image won't show the missing fibers in the distance. This option can speed up rendering dramatically (since
Sasquatch can restrict itself to just nearby surfaces.)
Part of the speed improvement in Sasquatch 1.5 comes from new control over the shading algorithm used to
make fur and hair. In some scenes, this can significantly slow rendering, so its quality is now adjustable with
the Shading Quality control. This slowdown is especially noticeable when the "Receive LightWave
Shadows" option is used, since LightWave's shadow queries are slow enough to dominate rendering time in
many cases. By reducing the Shading Quality, fewer shadow calls need to be made, and significant speedups
are possible. If the value is too low, however, the quality of the final render will decrease. In particular,
shadows will start becoming blurry and less accurate, and specular highlights may become softer and
dimmer. The lower quality shading is more noticeable during animations. You can always increase shading
quality to avoid any problems. Increasing the Fiber Divisions setting also enhances shading quality.
In some animations, it can be useful to deactivate Sasquatch for only certain ranges of frames, either for
testing or for a manual speedup. For example, if your Sasquatched character is out of view of the camera for
part of a shot, Sasquatch's effects may not be needed for those frames and you can manually tell Sasquatch
not to bother doing any work during that time. To use this limited frame range, just enter in the start and end
frames in the Lowest Applied Frame and Highest Applied Frame controls. Sasquatch is pretty smart about
optimizing out-of-view rendering anyway, but this option eliminates all processing completely.
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Sasquatch fur and hair can receive shadows from LightWave objects, cast shadows onto LightWave objects,
and self-shadow. You can activate and deactivate each of these distinct abilities independently.
You can also control which lights affect fur, and boost or dim their effect on fur without affecting the rest of
your LightWave surfaces.

14.1 "Special" Light Seleection
If you want a light (or lights) to have a brighter or dimmer effect on fur but don't want to affect LightWave
surface lighting, you can use Special Lights. When you choose one or more lights with this control, those
lights can be individually "boosted" to make the fur react more (or less) strongly to them. The Special Light
Strength value defaults to 100%, but you can set it to 0% to make Sasquatch hair ignore the Special Lights.
You can make the lights affect the surface more than normal by using a higher value like 150%.
The lights that are not picked as Special also have a boost setting. This is particularly handy when all of your
fur in the scene is simply too bright or too dim. You can simply change the Remaining Light Strength to
boost or dim all of the fur's lighting. This is an extremely common and easy adjustment.
You can make lights that don't affect your LightWave scene, but do affect fur with a simple trick. Make the
LightWave light intensity very dim, perhaps 1%. Then use the Special Light boosting to make the light
10000% brighter, and it will fully illuminate the fur, yet be virtually invisible to LightWave surfaces.

Receiving Shadows
LightWave objects will cast shadows onto your hair and fur if you activate the Receive LightWave
Shadows button. This will cause Sasquatch to ask LightWave for shadowing information. This will slow
down rendering, especially if you're using raytraced shadows in a complex scene.

14.2 Shadow Casting
You can specify which light(s) are able to cast fur and hair shadows. These shadow casting lights must be
spotlights since Sasquatch uses a shadow map. The Self Shadowing and Enable Cast Shadows buttons
activate Sasquatch shadow casting as described in the next sections.
When you activate either shadowing option, you can choose which spotlights will cast shadows with the Cast
Shadows From button. By default, all spotlights will cast shadows, but you can also manually choose
individual lights if you wish.
Shadow Map Resolution controls the quality of the shadow maps. Higher values will use more memory and
take slightly longer to render (though usually not much.) The total memory used by all of the shadow maps is
shown so you can judge if you're wasting too much RAM. If the shadow map is not large enough, shadows
will be blurry and won't show sharp details.
Like LightWave's shadow maps, you should carefully set your spotlight's cone angle to encompass your
scene as tightly as possible. If your cone angle is too large, Sasquatch will waste RAM making a shadow map
for the empty edges of your spotlight's cone. If the cone is too small, it won't illuminate your whole object.
You can compensate for a large cone angle with a larger shadow map resolution. It's usually best to use
Layout's Light View to look "through" the spotlight, then interactively adjust the cone angle to be as small as
possible yet still cover the scene with light. If your shadows have a "checkerboard" or diamond pattern, your
shadow map is too small or cone angle too large.

14.3 Self Shadowing
The best fur and hair nearly always uses self shadowing. The rich, deep, feel of fur comes from the complex
way that light reacts to it. If the fur doesn't cast shadows onto itself, it feels very bright, and looks like
glowing string instead of real fur. It's not wrong to always make all lights self-shadow fur. You can make
different fur surfaces have different reactions to self-shadowing with the Self Shadow control in each object's
Sasquatch panel.
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The behavior of the self-shadowing is controlled in the pixel panel. Self-Shadow Softness controls the
blurriness of the shadows that fall onto other hairs when self-shadowing. The default value of 10% is rarely
changed, but you can experiment to see how it affects your rendering if the fur doesn't feel "deep" and fully
3D.
The quality of the self shadow effect can be changed by using Self Shadow Quality, which (of course) will
slow down rendering slightly at higher values. This is mostly used for animation, where you may see
flickering shadows if the quality is too low.

Radiosity and Caustics
Sasquatch can respond to these lighting types if you activate the Radiosity Shading option. Unfortunately,
LightWave's radiosity can be very slow, so this option will often increase rendering time dramatically.

14.4 Fur Shadows on LightWave Surfaces
Unfortunately LightWave doesn't know about shadows that it doesn't make itself. But of course we want
Sasquatch to cast our hair shadows onto LightWave objects! Luckily, there's a way of fooling LightWave
into showing Sasquatch shadows by using the Sasquatch surface shader, called "Shadow of Sasquatch."
Apply this plugin to the surface(s) that you want to have hair shadows cast onto. If you are using other plugin
textures, Sasquatch should be applied as the last shader in the list.
You must also activate Enable Cast Shadows in the pixel panel, and select the light(s) that will cast fur
shadows.
You can control the appearance of the shadows in several ways in the shadow shader panel. Shadow
Opacity sets the darkness of the fiber shadows. The default of 100% makes fully black shadows. If you want
to see some light even in a shadow, you can decrease this number to make the shadows less intense.
You can control the softness of the shadow (just like LightWave's shadow maps.) The Fiber Shadow
Softness control will blur the shadows. As described at the start of this chapter, very sharp shadows are
sensitive to the shadow map resolution and light cone angles.
You can increase Fiber Shadow Quality to make smoother shadows, though this may slow rendering
slightly. If the quality is too low, you may see small artifacts that look like speckles or noise on your surface.
This doesn't change Sasquatch's RAM usage at all, just speed.
Because LightWave doesn't pass some information to plugin shaders, the LightWave surface "Diffuse
Sharpness" and "Color Highlights" options are ignored.

14.5 Luminous Shadow Darkening
A special feature of Sasquatch shadow casting is called Luminous Shadow Darkening, a technique which we
introduced with our popular Gaffer software. This is a tool usually used for compositing. It removes all
surface shading completely but still allows shadows to darken the surface. This is great when you're trying to
do something like cast a shadow from a wolf onto the ground. Using a photograph of the ground, you can
make the wolf's shadow darken the image, but leave the lit parts unchanged.
When you activate the Luminous Shadow Darkening Mode button, the unshadowed parts of your surface
will show the unchanged RGB color of the surface. Shadowed areas will be dimmed towards a dark shadow
color. You can even choose the color with the Shadow Color control.

14.6 Final Shader Options
The final shader option, Use Special Light Strengths, allows you to make the surface react to the same light
boosting and selection (from Special Lights defined in the pixel panel) that hair and fur do. This is
convenient when you want to use small lights to carefully illuminate fur but you don't want them to affect all
LightWave surfaces.
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Having the right tools and knowing how to use them, coupled with clear thinking and a bit of preplanning, go
a long way in making any 3D project a satisfying success instead of a unhappy frustrating experience.
Sasquatch's fur tools are powerful enough to handle any project from a simple tribble to a photoreal animal.
This chapter shares some of the clues and techniques discovered at Worley Labs by Steve Hurley, our
inhouse artist. There's no absolute rules about how to make fur, but we hope these tips give you some
guidance as you learn. We hope you will teach us more in six months as you discover new methods we never
even considered!

15.1 Source Material
One of the first things you should do when beginning a fur project is gather plenty of reference material
about your subject. There are many resources available online or in your local library. The children's section
is by far the best source for clear, high resolution animal pictures. Analyze the subject to determine the
different types of fur that grow from its body, noting where they are placed and how they are combed. It's a
good idea to scan a photo and mark the different fur types in your favorite paint program or with a pen.
Pre-planning helps a lot!
If you're attempting a complex photoreal project, it's best to prepare some starting images to make texture
mapping easier later. Load your animal object in Layout or Modeler and create several orthographic images
that can be used for planar mapping your painted images. In Modeler, you can also use Ernie Wright's
Unwrap plugin to create images for cylindrical or spherical mapping.

15.2 Preparation and Mapping
In your paint program (we use Photoshop), mark off the key areas on your model that you'll want to apply
different attributes to. A wolf, for example, has short straight hair on his face and legs. Its tail can be droopy
and bushy. The neck and upper body can contain tangled ruffled clumps. The inside of the ears have thin
swirls of fur and the back of the legs sometimes have long and frizzy strands. It's best to save each of these
special areas as a different Photoshop selection so that you can bring each area in for painting as needed. You
can also use these selections as density maps to speed up the interactivity of your work, since Sasquatch can
render more quickly when applied to a smaller area of the object. You can use LW's Limited Region in the
same way.
In Layout, pose your object and keyframe several different camera views. As you progress through the
project, you'll probably add more camera keyframes as you zoom in to work on different details. In the
beginning stages there's not much need for fancy lighting setups. Just try to make sure the model is evenly
light from all views. While in the combing and styling stages keep shadow options off since they increase
render time and aren't useful in these situations.

15.3 Combing
A good place to begin with Sasquatch is combing. Make your fur very coarse, short, brightly colored, and
very sparse. Turn off Tangle, Curl, Frizz, Kinking, and Clumping. The setup will give you quick and easy to
see feedback as you tweak your combing pattern. It won't be photoreal, you don't want that yet, you want
clarity and speed!
Sasquatch's "Smart" Surface Combing feature is especially useful at this point. For a animal, you might
choose the nose as the Comb Definition Surface and set the strength to 50% or more. This will cause the fur
to flow along the body, down the legs and out the tail in a natural pattern. For some meshes, this will be all
the combing you'll need to do! A complex shape like a wolf, however, might need some further tweaking.
One problem might occur at sharp features like ears where the flow of fur could bunch up at ear base, or on
the rump and back of the legs where the separate rivers of fur from each side of the body converge. It's
usually easiest to solve these problem areas by painting a surface combing strength map and making the
problem area darker or black to reduce the smart combing strength. You can then bring the same map into the
Comb Bias S~panel and invert it so that Bias Combing is now strongest where Smart Combing is weakest.
Now you can use bias combs to rectify the problem areas.
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The next stage should be styling. You can still keep density low for faster feedback, but other attributes
should be tweaked toward their final settings. For complex objects like a wolf, it's probably best to paint on
many settings since it offers much more control. Use gradients to smoothly blend different areas like the
body and the legs together. For fastest interactivity, keep both LW and your paint program open at the same
time so you can tweak an image and quickly replace the original in LW. Most of the time it's to best to map
the area in 50% grey so that Sasquatch's S~panel Bias % will be equal to the grey value of the map, making it
easier to tweak the setting in Sasquatch rather than in Photoshop.

15.4 Styling and Density
Some attributes have a direct effect on others. Increasing clump haircount will eat up the coverage so that it
may be necessary to increase density to compensate. Very curly hair might need a boost in length for the
required look since much of the length goes into the curl. Increasing length will also automatically increase
coarseness. One trick is to invert your length map and use it as a coarseness map so the the fibers stay the
same thickness as they get longer. Ruffles are often seen in animal fur. One way to create them is to use a
fractal noise pattern in the combing S~panel with black set to negative values and white set to positive.
When you're happy with combing and styling, it's time to set the density, since the last steps, coloring and
shading, depend so much upon it. Increased density has a direct effect on render times so use the smallest
value that still gives good looking coverage. One trick is to color the underlying surface the same color as the
fibers that grow from it. Make a quick render and using QV or a paint program, find the RGB values of your
fur. Apply these same colors to your underlying object surface as a fractal pattern. This can really decrease
the amount of hairs required to give the appearance of full coverage, especially if the object isn't close to the
camera.

15.5 Color, Shading, and Preview
The last step is coloring and shading. We highly recommend doing this last for two reasons. One is that the
color and shading can depend very much on density and styling. Color settings that look good on thin straight
hair might look not work on a thick coarse and tangled wolf pelt. The second reason is that you can tweak all
your color and shading settings in the Sasquatch preview without having to do multiple renders.
Before making a preview, it's crucial to lock down your final lighting setup. Once the lighting is set, zoom in
closer to the object or area you wish to work on and create a preview. All the coloring and shading attributes
except Direct Lighting can be interactively tweaked, providing a quick and easy method for achieving the
final look you're after.
Lighting can be tricky because an object that looks good with one light may look worse with another light
setup. Check your object using different numbers and positions of lights to make sure you don't have
problems! The most common problem is a glossy specularity which looks great in a still but feels like shiny
plastic when your object moves. It takes multiple renders from different angles to spot this, or better yet, a
fly-around animation.
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Like fur, there are no rules for creating hair and wigs! It takes some practice to get the "mind set" to quickly
and easily manipulate guides in Modeler, but it becomes easier with every project. We're happy to share
some of our inhouse "Hair Tips" again here, but we expect that you'll create your own favorites!
Your familiarity and skill in LightWave Modeler will help with every step of hair creation. The advantages
of "sculpted" hair does make it harder to start making it on your own. But the rewards are well worth it, and
once you get past the "learning wall" you'll be making amazing things.

16.1 Guides Everywhere
Sasquatch grows its long hair from guides that are constructed in LW modeler. These guides are segmented
chains of 2~point polygons and can be built in several different ways. Sasquatch requires that each guide
have at least two surfaces in order to determine a direction in which to grow the fibers. Wigs are constructed
by generating multiple guides using a variety of modeling tools.
One convenient way to make a single guide is to first create a spline curve, either by using LW's Sketch tool
or by manually laying down some points and then hitting Ctrl~P to create a curve. It's best to keep the
number of points to a minimum, since it's much easier to control the shape when there's fewer points. Most of
the time you can get by with 4-6 points. It's a good idea to shape the scalp end of the guide into a slight hook
shape so that the end of the guide is buried into the polygons of your character head. This prevents hair from
appearing to grow out of empty space.
If you're planning to use Motion Designer for animation and collision detection, it's wise to add one or two
points near the tip end of the spline so that when you rail extrude your 2 point poly chain, it has more
segments near the area most likely to have collisions.
You can twist your guide into any imaginable shape using Modeler's vast supply of built-in tools. The most
commonly used ones will be Stretch, Bend, Twist, Vortex, Magnet, Dragnet and Taper.
When you're happy with your spline's shape, you can transform it into a Sasquatch guide in several different
ways. One method is to copy the first point in the spline and paste it to another layer. Run the points2poly
plugin that's included with LW to convert the point into a single point polygon. With the original spline in a
background layer, use the Rail Extrude tool to create a chain of 2 point polys along the contour of the spline.
Use "Uniform Knots," and Modeler will create more segments where's there's more points for use with
Motion Designer as mentioned above.
Once the guide is created, you need to give the root end a different surface name. An easy way is to just
select the segment nearest the scalp end and give it a surface name like "root" or "base." Invert your selection
and give the remaining polygons another name like "hair" or "fibers." Sasquatch won't grow hair on the
"root" polygon, so if it's long, you may need to use a different approach. Copy the first point in the "root" end
of the chain and paste it into another layer. Run the points2poly plugin again to convert the point to a single
point polygon. Now that it's a polygon, you can give it a unique surface name as above. Cut and paste it back
in the layer containing your guide and merge points.

16.2 Userful Plugins
Two plugins are especially useful for converting splines to chains of 2 point polygons. Curve2Plate by Hiro
Otsuka is freeware and available at http://www1.plala.or.jp/Otsuka/LIGHTWAVE.HTML . Run the plugin
with your spline or splines in the background layer. Set the length and width fields to 0 and be sure to merge
points afterwards. Curve2Plate is limited by the fact that it doesn't allow you to set the number of segments
created in the polychain.
LW's subdivide tool doesn't work on 2 point polygons, but there is a trick to allow you to further subdivide
your guides or groups of guides if need be. Use the Extrude tool on any axis to extend the chain a tiny
amount (like 0.00001 m) in one direction. This creates a set of polygons which can now be subdivided. After
subdividing, merge points using a Absolute Distance slightly larger than the distance originally extruded.
Run the Unify tool to eliminate the co-planar polygons.
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There's many ways to populate your head with guides once they're designed. One fun tool to use is
Point-Clone-Plus which is included with LightWave. Copy your scalp polygons to an empty layer and hit "k"
to kill them. In another layer, sketch out a little curl shape and convert it to a Sasquatch guide as described
above. With the scalp points in the background, run Point-Clone-Plus with some random rotation and scaling
and you've got an instant Afro.

16.3 More Techniques
Rail Cloning is another method for creating wigs. With 2 control splines, you can create the classic "bob"
hair style in minutes. First create a spline that follows the top contours of the head running from the front of
the hairline to the back where the skull begins to slope downward. Add another straight spline around neck
level to control the length. With these two curves in the background, rail clone a guide hair along the curves
using Uniform Lengths, 20-25 should be enough. To fill out the back quadrant of hair, take the last guide
toward the back of the head and clone it a dozen or so times around it's scalp end point using the proper
heading rotation so that it covers 1 side of the back of the head. Use LW's Mirror tool to create the other side
of the wig. Use the Magnet tool to touch up the shape where needed and you're done.
Another strategy is to build patches or clumps of guides and rail clone or hand place them on your scalp. You
can build up libraries of different types of hair patches and reuse them over and over on different projects.
Still another method is to create a flat subdivided plane above the head and attach chains of 2 point polys to
it. Use Modeler's tools to shape the plane into a wig and and then kill the polygons leaving the poly chain in
place.
Motion Designer can be used to shape wigs. Position some guides into a flat plane and place them directly
above your character's head. In Motion Designer, turn on collision detection and gravity, and the guides will
conform to the shape of the head as they fall. Save transformed and tweak the wig with the magnet tool in
Modeler.
Layout tools can also be used to shape your wigs. Use IK chains of bones to bend and shape the guides which
can then be brought back into Modeler by using LW's Save Transformed feature. The Taft Collection's Hoser
and LW's Deform tools can do the same thing without bones or IK. Make strips or patches of guides in
Modeler extending out from the x-axis. In Layout, place the base of the patches on your model's head and use
these tools to bend and twist the guides and save transformed.
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